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Three Buildings .Proposed
t Student Rally Greets Victorious Bow.I Team t
t
t
In 1st Developme'ot Phase
t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Greller-Horvath-K ap the crowd for several minutes.
. ~ . penberg-Kroll com bin at ion. All four men were vis i b 1Y
compose the first'team from a thrilled with the affair. They
.. Connecticut College to win the waved, and Joe Kroll's ecstasy
.. GE College Bowl on NBC tele- spread through 'the crowd like!
vision. The team's second win a fire. Joe praised the coaCh,
.. on Sunday evening lists them he lauded Fr, Thomas Burke,
,in the ranks of less than 50 he thanked NBC and told stories
.. teams which have' won twice. about the day in .New York.
·184 teams from colleges and Finally, he tore up programs
.. universities,around the country and papers he had before him
have appeared. Twenty-eight ,on the ledge of the front steps
/I. have won three times, and only and tossed them into the crowd
.. ten have remained undefeated below.
for five sessions. There was a
At one point, John Horvath
.. : tie six years a go bet wee n stood before the microphone
~ Georgetown and Princeton.
and waited over a minute while
A student rally greeted the the crowd cheered for a speech.
.. four men on their return to When the clamor ceased, John.
the campus from New York ,said, almost inaudibly, in Ger.. City. A cavalcade of cars led man, "Thank you, Thank you
by a police escort, converged all."
/
.
.. on the Loyola parkmg lot near
FETED MONDAY
.. midnight Sunday. A crowd of
Robert Earle,' moderator of
several hundred cheered the the GE College BOWl, spoke
.... words of thanks and apprecia- Monday at a luncheon sponsored
tion expressed by John Kap- by the Bridgeport Chamber of
.. penberg, captain of the team. Commerce to honor the FairGeorge Greller leaned into the field College Bowl team. Dur.. microphone and $aid, "If we ing the luncheon, General Elec.. :get this reception now, what'll tricofficials presented the Very
tyou do if we win again?'
Reverend James E. Fitzgerald,
...
When Father Donald Lynch
President of the University
coach, of the team, had spoken: with. a check for $3,000. Thi~
... Joseph Kroll took the micro- Is the amount won by the team
phone and conversedfreelywithcJ:] ,he GE spon;;ored academic
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program,
The members of the team ~
were honored with certificates
in recognition of their contri- ..
bution to the Greater Bridge- ..
port' Area and to higher ed.ucation. Mayor Tedesco of Bridge- ..
port sent a proclamation to the
luncheon saying that Thursday ..
will be "Joseph Kroll Day"
in Bridgeport.
..
thRObert Efarle introduced to
e group 0 community leaders _
some thoughts on the interstel- ..
lar age. He constructed an historic continuum of events in.
time, put it on a kind of verbal ..
li?ear merry-go-round, and ..
pomted to the College Bowl'
team as an example of young ..
'men who serve to increase confidence among people who are ..
bewildered, by the universe's
chances for survival in a hy- ..
drogen age.
In front of the Str atfield Motor ..
Hotel on Main Street inBridge- ~
port, where the luncheon was
held, the Greater Bridgeport ~
Unite-d Fund Committee has ..
draped a sign across the road.,
urging the Park City to meet ' ..
the donations accumulated last ~
year. The sign reads, "We ..
can do it again."
So can the College Bowlteam, ..

~

Funds Sought for Presentation,

Of Statue to Pope Paul VI
Bart Sheehan, a senior who
is spearheading a campaign to
raise student funds in' order
to present 'Pope Paul VI with
a gift, stateQ that "a token of
the affection and esteem that
the students of Fairfield University feel for the ViCar of
Christ is the intended gift. of.
the statue of "peter, Fisher
of Men" an original work by
the Easton, Connecticut sculptor, Fredrick Shrady.
"Because Peter and Pa.ul are
always conjoined in the liturgy
of the ChurCh, and because of
Pope Paul VI's recent accession to the throne of Peter
it is felt that this gift is most
appropriate and pel'S 0 n a 1
enough to give pleasure to the
Holy Father.
"Pope Paul is familiar with
the work of Mr. Shrady; as
Archbishop of Milan he secured
previous work of the sculptor's

entitled "John, the Baptist,
which was one of the few personal possessions he brought
.with him to ,the Vatican." ...

1964 .
/MANOR
1964 MANOR
SUBSCRIPTION DRIVE
continues until the end of the
Starting today, two
month.
booths will be set up - one
in Xavier cafe and one in Canisius lobby - to give everyone
ample opportunity to place their
order. A $5 deposit is required
with the balance being paid in,
early February. Senior yearbooks are $15. and underclassmen are $10.
Don't miss out. it'll be the
best yet - enlarged underclassmen section,and gradua,tion exercises included at no'
extra charge'.
As an added incentive, $100
will be given to any class who
buys a hundred yearbooks.

"PETER, FISHER OF MEN"
The $2,500 statue i~ in the
pro c e s s of being p aid for
through a $2 pledge by the
students. All University s
dents are being con t act·e d
through a class represen t a tional system.
The wrought bronze statue
will be finished in a green
patina and mounted on an oak
base. The statue will be given
in a personal presentation to
the Holy Father on the occasion
of his first Qhristmas in the
Vatican.
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ABOVE: Proposed dormitory; Below: Proposed
Faculty Center. Other pictuI,"e page 7•

The Office of Development. under the direction of Mr.
Stanley Robertson, released information on three proposed
campus buildings to the students of the University on
October 12. "Fairfield University -A Profile" a brochure
prepa,,'1 by Mr. Robertson's statf and released on the
campus, statts. ib.e...aims of- the-VRi~·~rsHY'S-!.'N:ew Horizons
Program" al~d pictures the proposed Science--Buii1:lit,g'
Student Residence and Student-Faculty Center.
'

Father-Son WIled. Opens Saturday
The second annual FatherSon Weekend will take place
. on Saturday and .sunday.
Satuiday from 9:30 until
10:30 a. m. the fathers wi1I
register in Loyola Hall. under
the direction of Rev. James
Ring who will be assisted by
the Cardinal Key Society.
Two series of lectures will
take place in Xavier and Canisius Halls, and Gonzaga AUditorium. The lectures in Canisius ~ill be on Theology by
Fr. James Bresnahan; Literature, Mr. Arthur Riel, and
Economics. Dr. Joan Walters.
Fr. Thomas McGrath's lecture
on Psychology will be given in
Gonzaga Auditorium. The first
series begins at 10:30. The
second. a repeat of the first.
will follow immediately.
Rev. James Coughlin, S.J••
will speak in the auditorium
at 11:50. His subject is "The
Jesuit Education." Immediate- .
ly following, very Revereq(,i
James E. FitzGerald, S. J. will
welcome the fathers to Fairfield.
Due to the large number of
fathers and sons anticipated,
the group will be divided into
two sections, designated by red
and green tickets given to the
fathers at registration.
.The two sections will partake of a ,catered buffet in the
front gym.'
The afternoon's events will
feature committee 'lleetings,
and performances of "Caine
Mutiny Court Martial" in the
Playhouse•.
The banquet will commence
at u 1'.lIi., and will be followed
by a variety show at which the
students will perform.
Mass on Sunday will begin
at 10:35. with the holders of
red tickets participating in 1,0yola Chapel. and those with green
in Gonzaga Auditorium.
The Communion breakfast,

Student-

I

at 11:15; with the address given
by Mr. Carmen Donnarummaof
the History department. will
be held in the front gym.
The faculty committeemen
for the weekend are: Student
promotion, Rev. Oliver Nickerson; publ1city, Rev. Thomas
Burke;
Photography,
Rev.
Francis Small; Entertainment,
Continued on pag,e 5 Col 5

A Stag Interview
With Madame Nhu
By Gilbert Cass
Madame Ngo Dinh Nhu, controversial in-law to the President of North Vietnam, the geographical heir apparent to the
rampages of Russian and Chinese communism in Asia, told
a stag representative Sunday
that catholics in America can
further the cause of world peace
by. aiding understanding among
natiop.s through the comm 0 n
bond~of the Church.
Mme. Nh,:, ,accompanied by
her daughter, Le Thuy, is on
an unofficial visit to the United
states where she hopes to find
solutions Uto the misu n d eT standings between my people
and Americans." Appearing on
the nationally televised NBC
program, "Meet the Press"
to which the STAG was invited,
Mme. Nhu asked the U.S. State
Department to give her country
some "advices which are possible to do." According to the
visitor, the United States has
made advices for reform and
have then changed their ')'linds
and made new suggestions. One
Continued on Page 5 Col 1

The Univenaty profile includes a two-phase plan of
action to be worked out over a
seven-year period. Phase one
includes a $2,500,000 s~ience
building, a $1,500,000 StudentFaculty Center, the dormitory.
and scholarship and faculty endowments of $1,000.000 and
.'
$500.000 respectively.
Phase two of the New Horizons Program will briPig to the
University a $1.200.000 library,
a $1.000,000 residence hall, a
faculty residenee valued' at
$850,000, ana a continued schol",:
arship and faculty endowment of
$1.000,000 each;
The total for the seven year
program is $11,550,000.' The
program is designed to meet
a predicted undergraduate enroUment of 2.000 students by
1970.
One facet of the building program is the Annual Alumni
Fund. The first appeal launched in 1961 resulted in a SUbscription figure of $37,000 for
an average gift of $43.00 which
is considerably above the
national average.
'

JUNIOR DAY
Dave Wright, Junior Day
Chairman, has announced that
contracts have just been completed for the Jr. Day Harvester on November 23.Headlining
the program are the Four Coins•
"Three Coins in The Fountain" ,
and "Shangri,..La" ·will be two I
of the big nU!Ilbers featured in
the .show along with the other
hits.
Backing'~em up will be the
band that has ·helped them gain
nation-wide 'popularity on the
Liberty Label.
Also featured on the combination concert dance will be
a rock'n roll band group who
has just returned from the west .
coast with the Four Coins.
I
Both bands will provide continuous music at the post-conc.ert dance.
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FACULTY PERSONALITY

CAMPUS
PERSONAUTY
by ED SHUCK

THE COLLEGE BOWL TEAM
"Collectively, the GE college·
Bowl Team from Fairfield is
an intellectual vanguard which
has brought to the school an
unprecedented recognition in
the national eye. The individuals, notIceably more hesitant to answer questions than
on television, possess characteristics which add up to not
a crack bowl team alone. They
are also men who are representative of the school.

\,....

October 16, 1963
12:30 Front Gym· - Buffet I-II
2:30 GonzagaAuditorium, Business Meeting
3:30 Loyola Cafeteria, Coffee
3:30. Loyola Chapel -- Confessions - Little Theatre, One, Act Play
,
6:00 Front Gym, Father-Son
Banquet
8:30 Gymnasium, Variety Show
2.:00, Canisius.20l, Faculty
Meeting, Fr. McPeake, S.J.

Day By· Day
Thursday, October 17
6:30 Canisius Faculty Lounge,
Sodality, R. Lawless
Friday, October 18
7:30 Gonzaga Auditorium, Mov!,E.ll Bar:abbas
Saturday, October 19
Father-Son Weekend
9:30 Loyola Lounge, Registration alld Coffee
10:30 - .~1:50 Labs Xavier, 3rd
floor Classrooms Can i s ius
.
,
Gonzaga Auditorium and Canisius 101
11:50 Gonzaga Auditorium, Jesuit Philosophy of Education'

Sunday, Octob~r 20
10:35 Loyola Chapel and Gonzaga Auditorium: Father-Son
Weekend Mass
11:15 Front Gym, Communi 0 n
Breakfast

On.*'t.n

'

.+~~ •. ,

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")

~BE-V-:-L>ONALD

LYNCH, S.J., Moderator of the Fairfield
.Colleg.e Bowl Team.·
...

Father Lynch capably per~
towards a Ph.D. at Fordham
forms his duties as Assistant
University.
"Professor of Latin and English.
Despite all his work, Fr.
Technically, we cannot use
Lynch has another noteworthy
accomplishment which is his
the familiar phrase, "Fr. Lynch
came to Fairfield from . . ."
winning Collbge Bowl team.
Father stated that "tribute
because he was here when Fairfield began. He was a member
should be paid to the Student
Council for originating the idea
of the first class graduating
of the College Bowl at Fairfrom Fairfield ·Prep in 1946.
The late Father Kennedy was
fieldY Last year, they asked
Father Lynch to moderate the
one of his teachers in the sophomore year. Active, thenas::ow,
"team". With the help of the
Father participated in dramaCouncil, he produced a twenty
tics, debating, and three years
six page exam offered to all
who wished to take it. From
of Varsity baseball.
Up 0 n graduation, Fat her
va rio us "breakdowns" our
Lynch joined the Society and
present group has evolved.
went to Shadowbrook for four
After organizing a Bowl, they
years. After this, he moved
ran some competitions against
from Weston College, just outIona, New Rochelle and other
side of Boston, where he undercolleges nearby, with the intook three years of Philosophy
tention of entering the G. E ;-"
to Cheverus in Portland, Main~
competition.
• ~
, where he taught for his two
After constant L -ling andyears R e ~ ~ L y n c h
and the
four FakfieId scholars left for
Urrivel's1ty awarded him his
Masters in English he returned
New York September 29, and
the General Electric Bowl, The
to Weston College f~r four years
Savoy Hilton was their "home
of Theology before his ordination.
base" during the weekend. He
Teaching here at the Unisaid "the weekend was very
versity for the past two years,
enjoyable, thanks to G. E."
Fr. Lynch has undertaken such
Thanks to Father Lynch, the
team is a winning· idea maduties as the moderator of
Frosh Orientation, Father-Son
.terialized.
Weekend, and the Area. Clubs.
A year ago he started working

BOOM!

JOHN KAPPENBERG
John Kappenberg '64, captain
of the team, has a dream this \
yeal in common with George
C;t"eller '64, another member
.of the team. Both want to see
the German opera "Goetterdoemmerung" produced at the
Metropolitan Opera House in
New York City.
. John, a pre-mea stUdent, has
dIverse interests in the musical
field. He plays and sings with
the Pine Hill Singers, a Fairfield group whose reputation
is risIng in the area, John has
achieved the dean's list, is a
member of Alpha Epsilon Delta .
and has been chairman of several leading social committees
in his class and extra-cirricular activities.

Fairfield Man Arrives
In France For Study
Michael Mohrman, a Fairfield junior, has arrived in
Aix-en-Provence, France,
where he is a student this year
at the Institute for American
Universities, a un i v e r,s it yabroad program now operating
there for its sixth year under
the auspices of the University
of Aix-Marse11les.
Mohrman is one of some 125
students who have come from all
parts of the United States and
from about 65 different colleges
and universities to participate
in the program this year. Like
others in the group, he expects
to 0 b t a ina normal year's
credits at Aix for transfer back
to Fairfield toward his degree
here. In this way, the Instibite offers to American students
all over the country new possibilities for intensive undergraduate European studies •.
Located at the seat of the
University of Aix-Marseilles,
the second largest Fre~ch state
university, and housed in buildings which recall the ancient
traditions of. that school, the
Institute benefits from many of
the University's facilities, yet
offers an American program
suited even to those who have
no s p e cia 1 background in
French. In addition to a complete program in French ianguage and literature, with access to University courses for
. advanced stUdents, the Institute
offers classes in a variety of
.other subjects, taught in English and conforming to an

itate the transfer of credits.
The Institute is located near
the Cathedral ofthetownofAix.en-Provence, a charming l8thcentury city noted for its fine
architecture and many foun.:.
. tains. Aix is eighteen miles
from the seaport of Marseilles
-_and in the heart of provence,
a region rich in historical-and
artistic sites. Regularlyorganized excursions permit students
to visit nearby cities and towns
where Greek, Roman and medieval monuments may be seen.
The Institute's location also
provides many opportunities for
travel and sports.
Students will have access to
a faculty wb.!£h, besides American .professor-s, will include
s·cholars from famous European
universities. The purpose of
the In stitute is to make a year
.of education in Europe avail-:
able to a wider group of American students.

JOHN HORVATH
Also from the senior class
and also a lover of music, John
is a Modern Language major .
with emphasis in German. He
hopes ,to do graduate worK in
the language at Middlebury Col:'
lege in "(ermont. John lives in
Fairfield· and is a member of
Continued on Page 9 coL 4
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JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
COIN OPERATED

Open 24 Hr•. -

7 Days a Week
20e Wash - tOe Dry

.:. .

located clirec:l1y behind' AlkP liquor store OD
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN.
CLearwater 9~9082

has not scienee in recent years brought us such marvels as the
maser, the "bevatron, and. the Marlboro filter? Oh, what a saga
of science was the discovery of the Marlboro filter! Oh, what a
heart-rending epic of 'trial and error, of dedication and perseverance! And, in the end, what a triumph it was when the·
Marlboro research team, after years of testing and discarding
one filter material after another-iron, nickel, tin, antimony,
obsidian, poundcake-finally emerged, tired but happy, from
their laboratory, carrying in their hands the perfect fiJ,ter
cigarette! Indeed, what rejoicing. there still is whenever we
light up a Marlboro which comes to us in soft pack and Flip. ,Top Box in all fifty states and Cleveland!
Yes, science win ultimately solve the problems arising from
the population explosion, but meanwhile America's colleges
are in dire straits. Where can we find classrooms and teachers
for today's gigantic influx of students?
Well sir, some say the solution is to adopt the trimester sys- tern. This system, already in use at many colleges, eliminates
summer vacations, has three semesters per annum instead of
two, and compresses a four-year-course into three years.
This is, of course, good, but is it good enough? Even under
the trimester system the student has occasional days off. Moreover, his nights 1tre utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind
of all-out attack that is indicated?
.
I say no. I say desperate situations call for desperate reme~
dies. I say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I,
say. we must do rio less than go to school every single day of
the year. But that iS'not all. I say we must go to school 24
hours of every day!
_
The benefits of such a program are, as you can see, obvious.
First of all,' the classroom shortage will disappear because all
'the donnitories can be converted into classrooms. Second, the
teacher shortage win disappear because all the night watchmen
can be put to work teaching solid state physics and Restoration
drama. And finally, overcrowding will disappear becau§~&v.!l~- . "
body will quit school.
.. ,•. ; "l£, ._
Any further questions?
©,1963 lifhilll\ulinan
' )
~

*

*
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Yes, one further question: the makers of Marlboro, who
sponsor this column. would like to know whether you have'
tried a Marlboro lately. It's the filter cigarette with a man's
k
of flavor. Settle br and
m' _;-;lSl~.!!"~~~~!!,~_ _

_:,. ,:._.:;:. . :.:.:,~_.:. :::t~i=::~::;===;::====~~_ . ~world

t:er::a~.C::i:::'::::il~ _';;'~.~~:.;_:_: ::.;.:._:.:_:;..:~:::. ~
. .j;

Today, foregoing levity, let us turn our keen young minds to
the principal problem facing American colleges today: the
population explosion. Only last week four people exploded in
Cleveland, Ohio-one of them while carrying a plate of soup.
In case you're thinking such a thing couldn't happen anywhere
but in Cleveland, let me tell you about two other cases last
week-a 45-year-old man in Provo, Utah, and a 19-year-old
girl in Northfield, Minnesota. And, in addition, there was a
near miss in High Point, North. Carolina-an eight-year-old
boywho was saved only by the quick thinking of his cat, Fred,who
pushed the phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialed the
department of weights and measures.. (It would, perhaps, have
been more logical for Fred to dial the fire department, but one
can hardly expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is followed by a Dalmatian, can one?)
But I di~ess. The population explosion, I say, is upon us.
It is, of course, cause for concern but not for alarm, because I
feel sure that science will ultimately find an answer. Mter all,

enjoY\~-:r:;~:t'b;:'~1rd~q;d
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Fairfielders In Chile

Poge Three

=K of'C .NOTES

II.

Gra.ziadei To Head

There wlll be a regular busi'ness meetingofIgnatianCouncll
tonight at 7 p.m. in Canisius
201.

*

'64 Dogwood

Fest~val

*

*

The Council celebrated the
Columbus Day weekend with
two events. The first event was
a mixer, 'Knightime - Volume
II, held in the back gym on
Saturday night. Jim McLaughlin
was chairman of the event. On
Sunday morning the Council attended a corporate Mass in
Loyola Chapel followed by a
Communion Brakefast at the .
Center Restaurant. Dis t ric t
Deputy Gerald Murphy was the
main speaker at the event chairmaned by Paul Rooney.

*

*

*

*

~

*

The first monthly Night of
Adoration was held in Loyola
Chapel on Friday morning October 4 from 1 to 7 a.m .

. WILLIAM FLAHiVE llDC1 GERARD WOLF. both of the Clan of
:85. pose with Fr. Leeber. S.J.. in the court of Catholic University
UI. SaDtiago. Chile. Flahive and Wolf. members of the Fordhaml
C:~Uege Chilean program. ,are· nearing the completion of their
eIght months of study at flhe Universidad Catolica de Chile. Dur.
ing the summer they traveUedin Chile and plan other trips in
December before returning -to the States. Fr. Leeber spent tIhe
summer b1 Chile .. iupervisor of -the American students.
L

,Business· Research Bureau
Conducting Management
Improvement Program
'1'ne umverslty's Bureau of
Business Research will spon- .
sor a special nine week program for ImprOVing Administrative Management Techniques
beginning october 23,1963. Cosponsors of the series are:
The Small Business Administration, The Bridgeport Chamber of Commerce, The Manufacturers
Association·
of
Bridgeport, and The Management Council of Southwestern
Connecticut.
The lectures are designed to·
improve administrative management techniques of the s·mall
manufacturer (one employing
less than 500 people). The
program has been planned for
the person in a decision making
position who may: a) have considerable experience in one or
two phas~s of business but who
desires to broaden his knowledge and training in determi~ing sound overall policies or,
b) have responsib1l1ties for all.
phases of management but who·
ordinarily is not able to take

'Winter Carnival
, Plans
Drawn Up
George McGlPn '6,4, General
Chairman of the Winter Carnival, has apjlointe<t W1lliam
Hegarty and John J. O'Connor
as assistant chairmen. The
appointment of the two Juniors·
was announced at a general
meeting of th~ committee last
Wednesday. ·At· the meeting,
preliminary plans and 'the organizational set-up were explained.
Assisting McGinn are nineteen committee chairmen: Financial, Jack Dalton '64; Pro.;.
grammesl. B. JeffreyClairmor.t .
'64; Prom, Ronald Bianchi'64,
and Gerry -Magner '64; Post
prom" Ed Forte and John Nevin '64; Indoor Picnic, Lou LaVecchia and Carlo Orlaildo '64;
Saturday Night party, Andy
Donnelly and Peter GarrY'64;
E ntertalnment, Dale McNulty
and Ed Stone '64; Queen Contest, Gary Titus and, Keven
Gately '64; Publicity, Steve Adamowich, John Bradford, and
Ed Purcell ~64. and Vincent
D'Alessandro '65; Tickets. B111
Hoehler '64.
Further developments of the
Carnival, scheduled for January 30-,. ~e~ruary 1, and 2, wUl
be publJSbe(J in the R'1' Ar..
•

time to view their 'Operation
from a· purely management
position, or c) for others who
wish to update or to further
their overall knowledge and
training in business management fields.
Classes will be held 7:30 9:30 P.M., Wednesday evenings
in Canisius Hall on the campus.
The total cost of the program
is fifty dollars.
Mr. Tom
Higgins, of the Small Business
Administration will start the
series off with a lecture on
How Small Business Adminis-tration Can Help in Financingand Government procurement,
(oct. 23). Succeeding lecturers are: L. T. White, Management ConSUltant, Washington, D. C., Human Relations
-personnel Factors in Management, (Oct. 30);, John L.,
Schwab, President of John L.
Schwab Associates, Consultants
in Management Engineering,
Modern Management Techniques, (Nov. 6); Theodore.
Steele, president. o~ st. Thomas ASSOCiates, Inc., Manage. ment Consultants, Merchandising the product, (Nov. 13);
Jessee I;lrainard, Director of
Training, Sikorsky Aircraft,
Handling and Motivating E mployees, (Nov. 20); Alan Zinser, Manager at Automated Accounting center of Connecticut,
control Functions and the Computer, (NoV. 27); Elmer J. Milinar operations Manager, Consolidated Diesel Electric Corporation, Machines and people
-Production problems, (Dec•.
4); and James L. Hayes,Dean,
Graduate School of Business
Administration, Duquesne University, What Makes a Business Succeed or Fall, (Dec. 11).
Mr. Robert O'Nelll, Assistant Professor in Industrial
Management at Faiffield University, ~.• coordinator of the
program.

Father Edward Mulligan,S.J.,
of the New York Province, will
be Retreat Master for the K. of
C. Retreat to ~ held this Friday, Saturday and Sunday at
Manresa Retreat H 0 use in
Ridgefield, Conn.

*

*

A Pool Tournament wlll be
held on Sunday nights, October
20 and 27, from .7 to 11 p.m.
at the Q, Room in Fairfield.
Lou Krodel, chairman of the
tournament, has announced that
trophies wlll,be awarded to the
winners.

*

*

*

December 2, 5 and 8 have
been chosen as .the tentative
dates for the first set of degrees
this year. Within the next few
weeks prospective candidates
w1ll be contacted by· members
of the Membership Committee.
Anyone interested in becoming
a candidate may contact Tom
Conn~rs '64 in Loyola 121.

WILLIAM GRAZIADEI '.65, general chairmanofthe Dogwood
Festival takes the first step on the road to Festival publicity.
William Graziadei '65 has
been named General Chairman
of the 1964 Dogwood Festival.
The appointment, announced by'
Class President Matt DeLuca
was unanimously approved last
week .at an officers meettng
Graziadei, from Hartford
connecticut, is enrolled in th~
pre-med course at the University. His extra-curricular
activities include the Cardinal
Key SOciety, the Knights of
Columbus and the Mendel Club.
The Chairman has set the end
of the first semester as the
deadline for all contracts. "In
setting early goals, 'stated
Graziadei, "we hope to have
all the groundwork completed
.before the beginning of the
spring semester. With the planning behind us, we will have
near Iv a .full semester to per-

Senior Week To Feature
Hootenanny; "The Fortunes"
By SEAN MALONEY.
Ser.ior Weekend will begin
with an indoor picnic oCtober
26, . at F_r. Coleman K of C
Ifall in Fairf.ield. E.rom one to
four p.m., The Misfits, a campus group, .will provide the
musical entertainment for the
Seniors and their dates•
That night will be turned into
a "Night·of Fortune" Whim the
back gym will· be the scene
of a date dance which will
feature the "Fortunes," who
played at last year's Winter
Cl,lFnival.
l)unoay Will bring "Hootenanny '64" to Gonzaga AUditorium from 2-4 p.m. Schools
prOXimate to the University
have been invited to hear three
folk singing groups andacomedien. The Perry Sist.ers will
sing interpretative foik songs,
not the popular 'style prevalent today. The Willow Ridge
Ramblers .will present their
songs in the new Bluegrass
style. Dick Porter will complete the singing part of. the

program. Bob Porter, who was.
on the same program with Joan
Baez at her Carnegie Hall concert" will put the: afternoon on
a humorous foot. Both Porters
are discoveries of Miss Baez.
The indoor picnic is open'
only to Seniors, while all other
events the other classes are
invited to attend.
For Seniors planning to attend, there is an eight dollar
package deal.

fect the weekend activities. This
also affords us an opportunity
to begin publicity well in ad. vance of the Weekend."
At a Junior Class meeting
scheduled for October 21, a
questionaire will be distributed.
The information from these
questionaires will aid Graziadei in naming the chairmen of
each activity. His choices will
then be submitted to an officers meeting from. which the
final decisions will be announced.

Student Council
Election Results
The following students were
e 1e c ted by their respective
classes as student Government
representatives for the year
1963-1964:
Class of 1964:. Jo~ Bradford,
Thomas O'MaJ;"ra, James DaVidson, Kenneth Keane, Eugene
Massey, Edward Stone, Gerald
Gazso, James Duquette (exofficio).
Class of 1965: Leo Paquette,
W1lliam Schuck, Charles Hemenway, Joseph santangelo, John
McTague, Matthew DeLuca (ex. officio).
Class ofl966: Maurice O'Sullivan, J 0 s e p h Burke, D a v i d
Della Bitta, Kevin A h ear n,
Sandy LaLomia (ex-officio).
These men are to attend a
meeting of the student Government tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Campion Hall conference room.
On the agenda for this meeting
is the election of officers for
the year.

"THE BILLIARD LOUNGE'"
433 TUNXIS Hill CUT.()FF, FAIRFIELD

SPECIAL TO FAIRFiElD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS: -

When you cut this ad out It entitl.. bearer to 'h hour
free play, with each .hour of paid play, for two
players at' any time during business hours from

GET BIG SAVINGS ,AT

Ode 16 to Oct. 23.

THE FAIRFIELD DINER
Limit: One coupon per customer per day.

We Are Now Offering A
MEAL nCKETlu
$11.00 WORTH OF FOOD

FOR $10.00
Directions: Take North Benson Road to traffic Iipt at Black Rock

TICKET GOOD UNTIL USED UP

Turnpike, make a ript turn and proceed to Tunxis Hill Cut-off. We

STOP IN fOR YOURS·SOON

POST ROAD
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are located in A&P Shopping center.
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Editorial Commentary'

Theology D ept.P rogram R -evision
'Fhe Theology Department has
initiated a program revision which
puts the study of Theology on an
equal basis with other courses and
which, it is hoped, will provide the
opportunity for electives in Theology. No more will the Theology offered at Fairfield be tainted by· the
idea that it IS obligatory.
The Class of '67 will experie'nce
the new program in full operation.
Due 60 the revision which changed
the previous two credit course to a
three credit course, the Freshmen will

Free~

It is strange, indeed, that the same
youth who cannot drink and cannot
vote because of his immaturity, is
found to be mature enough to face
the enemy's guns and offer his life to
preserve an abstract concept. His maturity is never questioned when he
asks to enlist in the service. It is never·
questioned when Uncle Sam decides
"I wan t you." And please do not repeat the old cliche that the service

makes men, because it does not. Men
make the service, and the service exists
because of men.
Political parties do not question
t~e maturity of this group when they
want support at election time. They
make a feeble pretension of looking
ahead when it comes to counting ballots; at the same time, they look to
the young for immediate gains in
campaign work and in urging parental support., Contributions are always
gratefully accepted from the "farseeing hope' of the future," but the
"apathetic youth" of today are constantly under attack when election
time has passed.
We do not believe that 18-yearolds are as immature as our elders
,would have us believe. The constant
threat of
nuclear war is forcing
American teenagers to mature faster
and prepare for any eventuality. High
schools are teaching better courses in
history and current affairs. When the
average high .school student is ready
to graduate, he knows more about
the past and the present state of affairs
in America than his parents did at
the same age.
It is our belief that if a young man
is old enough and mature enough to
be expected to offer his life in defense
of his country, he should be allo-wed
to have some say in the matter of
who will govern him. And he should
be allowed to enjoy the samerelaxations as his elders.

olicizing influence into other areas by
inter-disciplinary courses such as
"Church and State," "Medical Ethics." etc.; and finally, they might
even tuall y offer the opportunity ro
major in Theology.
The Theology revision is an educational milestone at Fairfield. In the
present trend toward "up-dating"
Catholic institutions, this major step
in educational leadership is an impprtant advance for the University in the
realm of higher learning.

LETTERS TO, THE EDITOR

Male, and 21-

The following was published as
an editorial in the SIENA NEWS,
the student newspaper of Siena College. Date: September 27, 1963.
Free, male, and 21. It reminds one
of a not-so-long-ago movie. But
we're not here to teach drama criticism or memory improvement. This
is a statement for a group which does
riot fall into the title category-a
group which is shackled, which does
concern only males, and which contains all those between the ages of
18 and 21.
Free? To do what? Two of the
fifty states allow this group to purchase alcoholic beverages. All allow
them to drive automobiles. None allow them to vote, on the local, state
or federal level. Males have not yet
reached maturity and must have parental consent in economic matters.
Yet all fifty states agree that these
immature youngsters should fight,
and perhaps even die, to preserve the
democratic system.

Wesleyan

of an eight semester required program.
This affords the opportunity for
Juniors and Seniors to devote more
time to their major field.
3) The student would be free to
pursue subjects necessary for his graduate work giving him an advantage
over those who now graduate with
considerably fewer credits than studen ts from other schools.
4) The new electives could serve
as a liberal arts supplement for those
students who desire them; they could
serve as a means of bringing a Cath-

have completed their Theology requerements In four semesters. Present
Sophomores and Juniors will also be
affected by the change but a final program has not been formulated.
The revision is supported by a
number of reasons:
1) Many manpower.problems will
be solved. The present staff will be
able to present a program of free
electives in Theology. This was impossible under the old system.
2) The overall curriculum will be
freed from the quantitative demands

developed in the ,Junior Class,
.A great quantity of that talent called
leadership is available in this class, Just
waiting to be tapped. For this reason, I
am confident that great things will be
accomplished by the Class of 1965. Just
wait ,and see. • .
Thanks again, Juniors.
Sincerely,

Rates Questioned
To the Editor:
We are all aware that college stUdents,
for the most part, are financially operating on a limited basis. The necessities of
life, clean clothes numbering among them,
can add up to a handsome sum in a year's
time.
In the October 24, 1962 issue, page three,
your I' e port e I' "interviewed" the oncampus laundry appliances and discussed
several items, one being the priee required to operate the machines. Although some
town laundromats are five cents less expensive than our campus laundromat, your
article stated " •••within the next month
, or so the prices there will also be twentyfive cents." Of course I am not blaming
the STAG for any launciry rates in any
given place; however, I am questioning the
added expense on campus. For what reason
must we, the students, pay extra (as compared to some town rates) in order to obtain the same service offered in Fairfield
for less?

a

John J. Shaw '65
General Chairman

Y-Dem. Questionaire
To the Editor:
I would like to sincerely thank all those
students and faculty members who 'filled
out the Young Democratic Club's Questionaire on speakers last week,
The results are being tabUlated, and
will be made known soon, Any further
comments or completed questionnaires
will be greatly appreciated.
. ,..______ Sincerely,

C

Leo Paquette
President
Young Dem. Club

Sincerely yours,
Robert J. Morrissey '66

Editorial
Correction

Thanks To Juniors
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to
offer my sincerest thanks and congratUlations to those members of the Class of
1965 wh() took part in Freshman Orientation Week, The outstanding job done by the
Orientation Committee is certainly indicativ~ of the spirit of cooperation which has

In the October 2 editorial entitled "Student Council: The Old
and the New," the word 'Administration' should have read' 'faculty
members'.

Univers~ty:

'-'Bold and Unique"
Middletown, Conn. -(1. P.) ~ Wesleyan
University is about to take a "bold and
unique" step forward. As outlined in the
Administration's recently released Interim Report on Long-range Plans, proposals
center around a "move in the direction of
advanced study,' ~ a continuance of the trend
towards "inter-disciplinary" organizations within the University, and general
growth.
The presently existing subject departments WOUld, under the report, lose emphasis in favor of "clusters" of relatek
subjects, resulting in greater latitude
and" cultural breadth" within the specific
areas, while also giving the clusters
greater autonomy within themselves."

In addition to the clusters, a number of
"programs" are also enVisaged in the
report. These would include the present
college plans, as well as, for example,
progr:ams in Latin American studies, Law
and Society, Atomic Physics, and a Modern
Language Center.
The program for advanced learning, the
report stipulates, should be one' 'that will
strengthen the values and functioning of a
liberal arts coll~ge." This m,?ans, the report explains, that Wesleyan would cultivate one or two areas of study by taking
on a few experts in the field, though
ctmural breadth is also stressed throughout the proposals, and building up an area
of advanced study.
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MISSIONS
Fifteen years ago the Student Council
voted to have a weekly Mission Collection taken up in all the-classes. The work
of collecting the offerings was assigned
to the Sodality of Our Lady.'
The poverty and distress in many
mission areas are appalling and the
task of the Missionaries is doubled
When the pe::>ple'd::> not have the necessities of life. .
rhe missions' deserve assistanee.
Ten cents per week is not foo much to
ask of each student.
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Health Week To Be

FLORENCE, IIALY

Held On Campus

David S. Aurandt
'---"--~-----....,...--_._-------_--I

The University 'Mendel Club
with the co-operation of the
Cardinal Key Society will sponsor a Health Week on the campus Oxtober 28-30.

by Jay LaCroix
Though I have served the STAG in various capacities
since.my freshman year, it is with hesitation that I enter
the sacreo' reserve of the columnist, How am I to compete
with the peals of 'Hans, The Big Onion,.' the philosophical
wanderings of an Aspeetor or the shocking revelations of
a Reflector? The answer is simple. I shall not compete.
This column shall attempt to avoid comment on campus
and domestic politics. (N.B. members ofthe Key, Philosophy
department and the Communist cell on four floor Campion).
I will attempt to relate experiences occuring during my
junior year in Europe which I think w1ll interest you at
Fairfield,
Some seventy students are taking part in this program
at the University of Florence. The program, under the
direction of Rev. Neil McCluskey, S. J. (the author of
"Catholic Viewpoint On Education"), is an ext ens ion -of!
Gonzaga University in Spokane, wasn.
The group flew to New York, where I met them, and sailed
for Europe aboard a student ship of the Holland American
Line, the Watterman. Since the passengers were one third
American and two thirds returning Europeans, the ten day
trip proved to be an excellent orientation for our 'European
Adve.njure'. The Council on Student Travel, which organized
the sailing, provided ample opportunity for the exchange
of ideas through lectures and_ round table discussions.
The Ugly American Made Uglier
The European students aboard ship seemed to seize
every opportunity to tell the American students exactly
what they thought about every American problem from segregation to Goldwater and to offer as much' constructive
criticism' as was possibk!. The American students seemed
to be well schooled in the theory that it is bad for our image
to argue for they showed little taste for that sport. The
Americans often found themselves the butt of jokes which
held little humor for,them.
One of the German students I met aboard ship said that
the impression she had had of Americans, before vis1t1ng
the States, was that they were boisterous fat men in shorts'
who drank too much and over paid; 01:' they were quiet
and polite people who took pains not to criticise the r.>licies
of other countries.
'
I found the French students an interesting group. They
were returning to their country after several months in
the States and were anxious to speak English since the trip
would be their last opportunity to do so. Instead of explaining this to American students who started conversations in
French, many would say, "Let's speak English, your
French is awful,' or "your ~ccent is poor." These points
were no doubt true, but none the less annoying.
One evening we told the French students that we would
prefer to have them speak French because their accent in
English was too poQr and they were ruining our mother
tongue. They were shocked beyond 'belief, but their attitude
showed a marked change and from then on they sought us
out to help us with our French.
We left the ship with one lesson learned well: being
polite does not mean being submissive.
Next Issue: Germany; One Word Never Heard.

pus October 28-30.
Gonzaga Auditorium
and
Lounge will 'be used for the
three day event. Movies rendering information on cerebral
palsy, polio, cancer, tuberculosis and heart disease will
be shown continuously. Representatives from local health
organizations will explain to the
students the symptoms and extents of the diseases.
While there will be no charge
for any of the events being offered, the Mendel Club has arranged for students to take the
Tuberculin Time Test in the
Gonzaga lounge for a $.25 donation. Arthur' Palamara of the
Mendel' Club has urged "all
students to take advantage of
this test." Those who will take
advantage of the test w1ll be
requested to submit a written
permission' from a parent or
guardian.

,Canisiu$ Academy
'Discusses Essays_
"Christian ,Faith and the Contemporary Arts", a collection
of"essays edited by FinleyEversole, was the book reviewed by
Dale McNulty arid the topic of a
subsequent 'discussion at the
first meeting of the Canisius
Academy last week.
McNulty's review emphasized the need of a rethinking of her
attitude toward creativity by the
Church. The areas of artistic
endeavor considered ran g e d
from architecture, drama, ,and
sacral art to comic strips. Tile
aesthetic importance of any of
the contemporary arts, however, must be an 0 b j e c t i v e
judgement.,
Continued on page' 10, col. 1

i

Robert Frost Revisited
Footnotes are regrettable, and few people ever want to read
them; but sometimes they are necessary. Pardon me while I
make a footnote.
The story that was related in this column last issue was not
for anyone but the "student" on this campus. Robert Frost
spoke at Yale last year to a large group of people the majority'
of whom were "students". Indirectly he gave those present an
insight into the nature of a college student, and it was this that
I had lloped would come across. It did not, and I apologize for my
part in that failUre.
Now, as I said, this insight was not a directed intention or effort
on the part of the Poet. He seemed at the time to be more than
usually pleased with his audience. It was the enjoyment of past
experience in the classroom plus the young college listeners that
brought 'the insight to the surface. He said it, I am sure, because
it was so much a part of him - the very idea of what these people
were who sat so interestedly before him'; and it pleased him. He
said as much in admitting that he wished he were back in the
classroom to witness the stUdent. And now we come to the point
I was making. Robert Frost did not mean that he enjoyed sitting
in a classroom to watch a group of people writing on paper.'
"They must have it out with themselves, you know," he said
and that is what a student is. He is a person who has it out with
himself because he is a man preoccupied and obsessed-preocc\lpied by the ideas he meets and obsessed by a desire to know.
A student is not just one who attends classes in a 'given school.
He does not merely sit in the classroom or walk around the campus to look nice and enhal1'Ce the beauty of grounds or buildings.
In other words a student is not activity alone, nor is he the mere
dweller in an established and well equipped institution. He does
more than take his body to class, force it to write notes, push
these notes into his head, throw them up on a test paper and ~e
ceive a grade.
Robert Frost had been used to the student who "had it out with
himself", and this is the insight he gave us quite unaware that any
of us there were not'really students in his sense of the word. He
was. a man who made words his life, and I am certain he knew
what he was saying; but '[ was not quite convinced that so many
would fit such a description. He had been accustomed to a student of action as opposed to one of actlvity. This student of-action
is involved in the type of activity that F'rost called "having it out
with himself". His struggle is not to gulp the matter down and
get it back up again for an examination, but it is a mental struggle
to find out and know the truth. As I said, he is preoccupied and
obsessed, and he w11l use every means available to satisfy ~he
preoccupation and obsession-every thing that the college affords
froni courses to extra-curricular activities.
My final point was that' Fairfield University possesses theproper satisfactions for the mind of the real student - the student that Robert Fro..st knew - the student that we all should know
as ourselves. But, you know, for'some reason I could not say
,Fairfield University is a college. It has classrooms and there
:are people in them - young ~ople. These people dress like
;college students AND THEY ARE HAVING IT OUT WITH THEMSELVESl
I think ·Robert frost did a much better job in conveying what
I tried to say last issue and again repeat in this footnote, and I
wish that his words alone would have been necessary.; but let me
add another quotation from that noted scholar and educator, T.
George Anonymous: "Knowledge makes a bloody entrance."
Bufficit.

MADAME NHU

Bridgeport

Continued from page 1 Col 4
-such unofficial advice was that
Mme. Nhu (l.nd ,her husband
leave their country.
"How
can we make changes if we do
not know what' chang e s you
want," she said to J,.awrence
,SpiVak, permanent member of
the .. Meet The Press" panel.
North Vietnam's struggle against communism has bee n
drawn partially aking religious
lines. Educated catholics in the
s e r vic e of the s tat e have
charged that the country's one
m1llion Buddhists are being exploited by Communists, and that
press organizations have beer
duped by the "campaign 01
intoxication." Confuscianism i~
the, major religious 'sect of thl
country.
The controversial world figure began her tour last month.
During the course of her travels
in America Mme. Nhu has alleged that the United states
government is using a soft line
approach to the Russian communists, and that the U.S. is
opposed to the activities of
Vietnam's government because
it is rigidly anti-communist.
"1 wish to remind you that we.
cannot support Liberalism, in
a country where the struggle
against dictatorship is so ever,~
present."
The' panel examined Mme.
Nhu's itinerary in the United
States. John Sharkey, 'NB'C
newsman who was beaten in
the streets of Vietnam, ·was a
member 'of the panel. Mme.
Nhu was asked if she pianned
to see President Kennedy' in
Washington. She replied, "I
have made no" request. I do
not want to bother anyone while
I am in America. I want to
improve the status of my country in the United States. I have
become. in spite of myself, a
, controversial person."
_ _~
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Celebrate U'. N. Day
The Eighteenth Birthdav of the
United Nations wUl be celebrat- ,
ed throughouUhe world on October 24 and in this area on Thursday, OCtober 24 at 8 p.m. at the
Student Center of the University
of Bridgeport. Dr. Joseph J.
Sisco, Director of the Office of
UN Political and Security Affairs, Department of S tat e,
Washington, D. C., wUl speak
on the UN. Dr. Meir Rosenne
of Israel, a member of the UN
Human Rights Commission wUl
speak on human rights. The
Very Reverend James Fitz'Gerald, president of Fairfield,
is the sponsor of the meeting.
The University students are
invited to attend.
'fhe main speaker, Jos'eph J.
Sisco, was educated at Knox
College, Galesburg, Illinois and
received ~s:' MA and Ph.D. at
the University of Chicago. Mr.
Sisco has been acclaimed as
one of the most interesting and
powerful speakers in the Department of State. Mr. Sisco
, w1ll ,be flying in from an en'gagement in -Buffalo. His experience includes' 0 ve r sea s
service as an infantry officer in
the U.S. Army, foreign Affairs
officer of the United Nations and
Security 'Affairs. His special
assignments have been Political
Adviser on the U.S. Delegation,
7th through lcth General Assembly, 1952 - 19<.1; ,~olitic a 1
Advisor to the U.S. Reprl;isentative, UN Collective Measures
Committee, August, 1954; Political ADvisor, US Delegation,
International At 0 m feE nergy
Agency, 1959.
LJ.

~_~

The HnagepOrt (Area)
Association for the United Na':
tions, 1n cooperation with over
100 organizations, is in charge
of arrangements. Its president
and UN Day Chairman is Mrs.
John A. Barone, wife of Dr.
Barone of the Chemistry Department at Fairfield and Director of Research and Gradua4! Science. She expressed
her great appreciation to Dr.
Norman and David Bannon,
president of the International
Affairs Club of which the Collegiate Council for the United
Nations is an affiliate. Mr.
Bannon is in charge of the
us~ers a~ this meeting.',

The U, S, Marine Corps Officer Belection Team will visit
the campus on October 30 and
31. Marine Officers w1ll be here
to interview interested students
for ooth th'e ground and air officer training ,programs.
, The v'lsiting officer' selection
team w1ll furnish full details
on these pr,ograms during their
Visit, including eligibility requirements and how to initiate'
applications. They w1ll be located in the cafeteria, Loyola
Hall from 10: a.m. to 2:00 p.m,
Students presently enrolled in
the PLC program are cordially
invited to stop by and visit with
'the Officer Selection Team.

Continue9 from Page 1 Col. 4
Rev. Laurence Mullin; food services, Rev. Donalr:! Lynch;
faculty l~cturers, Rev. William
Hohmann; Usher.$, Rev. James
Bresnahan; Spiritual events
Fr. Bresnahan and Rev. Wil~
Ham Egan; Consultation, Rev.
Joseph McCormick.
The members of the Fathers
Club who served on the Weekend Committee were: Mr. Lawrence King, General Chairman;
Mr. Gilbert Holt, Mr. Thomas
Morrissey, and Mr. John 0'Halloran, chairmen of the
Weekend committee. ,These
men were assisted by other
members of the Fathers Club~

E;xhJbits by the international
stUdents, e t h n i c groups; the
Fairfield Philatelic Society, the
garden clubs and the BAUN can
be seen before and after the
fIleeting which is scheduled to '
last about' one hour. UNICE F
cards which results in the saving 'of many children'S 'lives
will be sold.
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Twelve New Faculty Members Named
The University has added 12
new faculty members to it's
present teaching staff. Of these,
four are Jesuits. They are the
Rev. John M;cCarthy, S.J., the
Rev. James McElaney, S.J., the
Rev. Francis Torras, S.J., and
John A. Madden, S.J.
The new lay teachers are: Dr.
James G. Kellis, Dr. Joan G.
Walters, D. Raymond stabile,
D.' Salvatore A. Marra-no, Dr.
Dorothy Browne Shaffer, Paul
J. Nagy, Vincent Thomas Mc
Kenna and Paul I. Davis.
Father McCarthy is Assistant
Professor of Philosephy. He has
just l' e t urn e d from Baghdad
College in' Iraq where he was
for two years. Fr. Mc Carthy
has also taught at weston College and Boston College.
Father' McElaney who is just
finishing his Ph.D. at J 0 h n s
Hopkins will teach physics.
Father Torras who aL0 joins
the physics department, was director of the computer center
at the Catholic university in
Rio De Janiero, B,razil from
1960 to 1962. Fr. Torras came
}o the United States after his
regency at Orihuela, Spain to
study electronics at Fordham
and M.I.T.
'
Mr. Madden will teach philosophy and will also be assistant
moderator of intramural athlet-

ics. He entered the Society of
Jesus in 1959 at Shadowbrook,
Lenox, Mass.
Dr. Kellis, who will· lecture
in his tor y in the graduate
s c h 0 0 1, graduated f\rom st.
Athanaes college and received
his Ph.D from GeorgetownUni-'
versity this year. He was a
member of the U.S. Air Force
from 1936 to, 1960 when he retired as a Colonel. During World
War II he was with the Office of
3trategic Services and was parachuted ,pehind the enemy lines
and served with the resistance
in 'the Balkans and 'China. He
served in -the U. S. Embassy
to the Republic of China and the
U.S. Embassy to the Kingdom of
Greece. Dr. Kellis has travelled extensively and visited over
50 countries. He is s 1ate d to
teach a course on the Middle
East in world af.fairs this year.
He is presently employed with
Sikorsky ,Aircraft as sen i 0 l'
systems and operations analyst.
He lives with 'his wife and two
sons, at 175 Godfrey road, Fairfield.
Mr. Nagy, a graduate of Fairfield University. received his
Masters degree -from Boston
College in 1960. Mr. Nagy, who
will teach philosophy, has his
home at 104 Shelton Avenue,
Shelton.

University in 1944 and has com':
pleted his residence for the
Ph.D. in economics at the Uni, versity of Texas. He was with
the U.S. Foreign Service at
U.S. embassies and consulates
'in Latin America and Europe
,from 1946-53, where he prepared reports on the economies
of the countries. Mr. McKenna
resides with his wife and two
children at Ruane Street Fairfield.
•
Mr. Stabile who wili teach
French received his M.A. degree from the University of
Connecticut in 1962. He lives
at, 35 Glenwood avenue, South
Norwalk.
Dr. Carrano, a graduate of
Yale University, received his
Ph.D. in 1963 from Boston College. He will teach chemistry
fn both the undergraduate school
and the graduate school. He resides at 25,8 Huntington street,

Dr. Walters

Dr. Walters, who will teach
ecoqomic's, is a graduate of
Radcliffe College and received
her Ph. D. in 1952. She was
previously security analyst for
the First National City Bank of
New York. Dr. Walters resides
at 46 King street, Glenbrook.
Mr. McKenna who is also
joining the Economics Depart'ment received his M.A. degree
in economics '. f!o~ Col~lTlbia

Professor Connolly will lecture on Tax Accounting, federal
and state tax laws, and their
applicatio:1 to individuals and
corporations.
He is a past President of the
National Tax Ass 0 cia t ion
(1956), of the In tel' nat ion a I
AsSociation of Assessing Officer's, and ofthe National Association of Accountants. Connolly
was Chairman of the Connecticut Tax Study Commission in
1958, is Treasurer of theValuation ASSOCiates, Inc., Bridgeport, Trustee of the Peoples
Savings Bank of Bridgeport, and
Professor Emeritus of Taxa-,
,ti0n. New York Univ<>rsity,

~aven.,

Mr. Davis, who received his
A.B. and M. A. degrees from the
university of Notre Dame, is
art instructor in the History
,Department. He resides at 137
Ross Hill Road, Fairfield.
Tax Expert, William F. Connolly, has been appointed lecturer in Accounting at the University by President James E.
Fitzgerald. S.J.

THE BELL TELEPHONE' COMPANIES
SALUTE:, STANTON PEEL
./

With Southern Ne~ England Telephone in New Haven,
Stanton Peel (B.S., 1962) handles important engineering
assignments for the Current Plans Office.
His projects have been as short as a matter of minutes,
as long as several weeks. They have ranged from studies
such as he made on the telephone facilities layout around
Saybrook and Middlesex Junction, Connecticut, to the very
comprehensive package he put together on Weather An·

n0uncement Service. Even though he's been with South~rn
New England Telephone less than a year, Stanton Peel has
already established an enviable reputation for his thorough.
ness and keen analytical ability.
,Stanton Peel, like many young engineers, is impatient
to make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast.growing telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Dr. :matter

Dr. Shaffer, who was born in
Vienna, Austria, received her
Ph.D. in 1962 from Radcliffe
College. -She vim teach mathematics. She resides ,with her. husband~L10yd H. Shaffer, at
156 Intervale road. Stamford.

~ullady

To Head

Alumni Fund for '63
John T. Mullady is General
Chairman of the Fairfield University Annual Alumni Fund
• for the present academic year.
In the short history of the
Jesuit University in Connecticut 305 g'raduates have entered
medical and dental schools.
There are 203 lawyers among
the apprOXimately 2~500 alumni
who come from 37 states, the
District of Columbia (21 graduates), Puerto Rico and 11 foreign countries. Thirty gradUates are priests. Present enrellment is 2,100; 1,300, undergraduates and 800 graduate students. '
A member of the first graduating class of the University
(1951), Mullady teaches at the
Simon Lake School, Devonshire
Road, Milford. He lives with
his wife and 3 children at 60
Henderson R 0 a d, Fairfield,
Connecticut.
Area chalrm en for the Alumni
Fund are: Bridgeport: Joseph
M. Monoco, '52' and Robert
Jenkins, '62; Fairfield: James
T. Burns, '51 and Roy H. Ervin,
'53; Hartford: Ernest J, Bleau,
'61 and B. Maxwell O'Meara,
'52; New Haven: Joseph F. Ryan,
Jr., '56, Albert V. Karg '60
and Thomas LORicco, '52; Norwalk: John P. Reilly, '51 and
Ralph E. Ireland, '51; Stamford:
Thomas G. Desy, '52 and Richard D. Bacon, '61; Waterbury:
Pnilip D. Driscoll, '55 and
George F. O'Keefe, '55; Eastern Connecticut: Philip J. Mongillo, Jr., '51; Massachusetts:
Robert J. Gallagher, '56; New
York: Patrick J. Kelly, '60 and
Joseph D. Flannigan, '60; Westchester: Charles H. Waring,
'53 and John J. Walsh, '52;
Long Island: Martin J. Tracey,
'52; New Jersey: Christopher
Barret!, '~3, a~d . ~ames M.
Keating, Jr., '51.
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A Practice Session

From Wolf
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REVIEWS

RUGBY AND LQVE
Gerald Wolf is one of the two
Untversity students selected for
-an ei-ght month study program
In Chile!.•
The . f~llowing is a
letter forwarded by 'Wolf to The '
stag,
-'-On the university level there
is a great difference between
Chilean and American student
organizations. I contrast to the
political groups in, the United
states, Chilean student organizations are the center of university life, And the success of
.student organizations here lies
in the willingness, the responsibility, and the spirit of young
men and women who aspire· to
contribute to the development
of equality and democracy for
every person in their country.
For instance, if the American
racial prnh1<>m existed in Chile.
student leaders would feverishly participate in desegregation sitins and attempt
to make racial equality pos sible
through the manipulation of the
power of the student's poHti-.
cal voice. The only American'
college students who have actively made their participation
nationally important in the
United states were southern
'students who threw rocks at
Negroes who entered their institutions.,
In Chilean universities those
students who wish to prepare
themselves for future political
careers must make themselves
perceptive and efficient leaders. , This is their job. They
have taken courses in law and
poJitical science and the active
participation in a political organization is homework. Thus
a bright future is based on ~
. student's ability to contribute
to the development of his political party on the, university
leveL
The leaders of Chilean poli
tical parties want to be assured
that national problems are dis-cussed by conscientious and ca: pable students, The development of programs and ideals
based on hours of serious debate and appraisal of a situation's political economic and
social importance in the country
is laboratory practice for the
student of law or government,
Therefore, the efforts of student
organizations, 'on the whole, are
directed in the' interests poli- .
tical ideas, In the hands of the
Chilean university student, the
political organization is a constructive tool,
For example, the Federation
of Students in the Catholic Uni-,
versity is developing an intelligent progr.am for the assistance of one poverty-striken area
of Santiago, Already too many
students have volunteered to
help and many campigns have
been commenced in order to
raise money for these people
who have been forced to take
residence in a vacant theater
withQti! food, water, or bearable sanitary conditions, The assault has begun and success
is imminent because the Latin
student has a great interest in
his community' and thE;! nation,

New Editors
For F,rontiers
Moderators Rev, John L;
,Bonn, and Mr, Arthur Reil,.
Jr" of "New F r o'n ti e r s"
have announced their new:.staff.
The newly appointed officers
..are: R. W. Dillon' 64, editor
who will aid current'edito;
Dale A. McNlilty '64; V. Urbanawitz '64, assistant editor
in charge of personnel; 'otto
Koening '64, as,sisfant editor;
and ~eter Fallon' 65, new circulating manager.
The editors and moderators
of "New Frontiers" announce
that they will sponsor a program of literary seminars again
this vp"r

EYEING THE IDNrroR: Members of the College Bowl Team
keep their eyes on the studio monitor just a few seconds
before dress rehearsal Sunday,

,

Our New Horizons
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by Ellen Jacobsen
Most college men have probably managed a little profitable
employment over the summer. Not enough to interfere with
social life, but just enough to give a little cushion against the
lean months ahead, Some of this money is being saved, but a lot
is ,being spent right now for the clothes that will cover all the
different situations likely to crop-up during the school year,
There are interesting styles around this season. Although many
schools have cert;lin fads and. fashions all of their own, the
.authentic, classic, natural shoulder look will dominate.
The typical college man's wardrobe will usually be based·on a
3 -_1,- I breakdown. In other words, three parts casual - for
classroom or campus, one part dressy - for dates, chapel Dr
. other dress-up, occasions, and one part dual-purpose - can be
dressed-up for dressy occasions and dressed-down for more
casual, relaxed events.
The most popular fall suits are cut in the classic three-button
'style with straight pocket flaps, breast-pockets, belt-loop
trousers, and (very important) many Qf these new suits will have
matching vests. Sport jackets and blazers will be cut along very
similar lines with a few minor variations.
Check that your wardrobe includes two suits in dark 'shades
such as navy blue, deep olive or grey, or perhaps a dark herringbone. You'll be' able to use this suit jacket as an extra sport
coat.
Slacks though slim and trim are cut fuller than. the tight "pipestem" varieties. AIso, slacks this season will carry belt-lOOps
and will be wOrn long enough to clear the shoe toP. or to show no:
more than an inch of sock. You'll need six to eight pairs
including worsted flannels as well as chinos,' poplins and
cords.
. Man'y men feel that ,shirt styles set the fashion theme. Two
collar models are really "big" this fall. Your'wardrobe should'
have both the classic long-pointed Button-Down and nifty SnapTab. Be sure you have a good supply of shirts. According to a
national survey conducted by Van Heusen, the average, college
man owns ten dress shirts and ten sport shirts.
Striped shirts are making a big return on 'campus: In fact no
college man's closet is complete without at least one bold 'red.
and white striped oxford cloth shirt. The Van Heusen "417 VTaper Collection" is so complete that they even have bold white
stripes on a red ground!
A big' style in sweaters is the crew neck .shetland in softly
shaded blends of blue, grey or olive. Check your local campus
trend for other styles which might incllJde high buttoned cardigans and interesting pattern effects.
Big news in campus ties are repp stripes that are both wider
and brighter than la'st year's. It's interesting to note that as
collar styles go longer, ties become wider, and vice versa.
In short, it looks like a pretty good fall, in terms of men's
fashions. And we have it on one rather good authority that girls
vrill, J;>~ ;qo]<ing. ti!5~ girls again this year - - no more shifts!

Rugby is a rough, give and
take sport. So is life. This is
the theme of the current British
" slice of life" film, "This
Sporting Life". Done in the
tradition of" A Taste of Honey" ,
"The Loneliness of ,the LongDistance Runner", and "The
L-Shaped Room" ,"ThiS Sporting Life" presents us with a new
to the screen aspect of English
society, the Rugby player.
The story c e n t e r s "round
Frank Machin, a shifless young
man played by Richard Harris •
When he and a group of his
friends are rejected admission
to a bar reserved for the' 'upper
crust" which includes the City·
Rugby team, he decides to try
his hand at the game. He carries
to the field the aggressiveness
and self:-reliance with which he
goes through life, A good player,
_he ,meets immediate success.
His private life is parallelled
with his professi'onallife.
Machin rooms in an apartment
owned by Margaret Hammond,
a widow played by Rachel Roberts. Realizing that he loves
and needs her, Machi.n tries to
gain her affections in"a strong
but clumsy way, more suited to
a scrum than to a love affair',
Margaret is lost in the memory
of her dead husband wh,?, it
turns out, committed sUic.ide.
She wants Machin physically,
but finally she rejects him as
an animal. They argue forceably
and Frank leaves. Soon after,
Margaret dies of a brain hemorrhage for which Machin can't
help feeling responsible. The
, final .scene again shifts to the
Rugby field, and here the meaning of the picture is revealed.
The photography of "This
Sporting Life" is good and the
numerous shots of Rugby plays
add a touch of actual excitement.
Richard H a r r i s, the British
Paul Newman both in looks and
manni:!risms, gives a powerful
performance for which he was
named Best Actor by the International Film Critics Association at the 1963 Cannes Film
Festival. Rachel Rob e r t s is
stirringly memorable in her
portrayal of the widow torn between past and present. Fine
also is William Hartnell who
plays "Dad" Johnson, a kindly
old man who has Frank',s best
interests at heart, Lin d say
Anderson has done a commendable Job of direction in this his
first fun length movie. "This
Sporting Life" is not a cheerful picture, but one can hardly
remaiJl unmoved by it,
"The Great Escape", produced by the Mirisch Company
("Irma La Douce") and directed
by John Sturges, is an exciting
study of the courage and determination of the Allies during'
World War II in their 'attempts
to outwit their captors. For the
most part. they were unsuc-

cessfulj yet this add s more
depth to the picture. Steve Mc
Queen, a versatile man of many
roles, plays his part to a point
of perfection. James Garner
and Richard Attenborough also
perform nicely in this picture,
which is well worth seeing.
DA VID BANNON

REX, LIZ,
BURTON IN
CLEO FLOP
You get off the subway at
C h r i s top her S t r e e t, find
B 1 e e c k e r Street, and walk
straight down (past the espressos) to the Cinema. Afterwards, across the s t r e e t,
there's a beer or Whatever,
and then home - all on a
little over two bucks, You do'
this instead of spending four
.bucks for a third-row-fromthe ~ wide' - screen- - on the - exit seat, whose perspective leaves you the convinced beholder of a romantic
beast epic, the ,protagonists being a truncated Moby Dick and
his elephantiasis-stricken cow,
instead of ' Cleopatra."
Actually, the film's first half
isn t bad, with Rex Harrison
delivering an urban~, powerful
Caesar. But his assissination,
justrbefore intermission, marks
the film's histrionic death, except for the dramatic morsels
Burton manages to extract from
director Mankiewicz' pathetic
conception of Antony. Those
tidbits are, at times, juicy
enough to· almost be enough_
Yet what emerges is not the
sympathetic portrayal of a
once-great leader, but the story
of a grand son Who couldn't
say no to his bottle or his
babe. Miss Taylor'S dramatic
range extends from anger to
fury, all other attempts making
the viewer terribly uncomfortable. Her voice has' the ring
of a rusty hinge, her face the
mobility of a death maSk, \Uld
her humor is nonexistent.
Mankiewicz was fired before
he could edit the film, and
probably because he was unable
to shap~ it in the cutting room,
it lacks a unifying point-ofview. Even more absent is a
real sense of splendor: the
great sea-battle looks so phony,
the sets' so sham, the personages so unheroically human,
that one cannot escape feeling
a cinematic claustrophobia, and
wonder· what several independents could have produced with
this pitifUlly wasted twenty mil"lion dollars.
WILLIAM ZAV ATSKY
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Supporters of the Civil Rights Bill of 1963 (S. 1731) find it
very difficult, if not impossible, to comprehend the fact that
opposition to this bill exists among non-racist, non-Southern,
informed commentators. It is the, purpose of this article to
demonstrate reasonable grounds on which opposition to this
bill may be based. The bill's opponents contend that, as a law,
the bill is sev,erely deficient in several respects. In order to
demonstrate' this I have chosen Title Two (Public Accommodations) and Title Three (Desegregation of Public Education)
as examples.
Title Two - Public Accommodations
In the original draft of, Title TWO, before it was amended b~
the Commerce Committee in a vote on October eigllth, the title
opened with a long recital of findings, designed to justify the
use of the Fourteenth Amendment as the basis for the restrictions outlined in the title. congress allegedly. finds in
these paragraphs that practices of audience discrimination in
the entertainment industry create "serious and substantial"
,practices of discrimination when considered as a whole "Take
on the character of action by the SUites and therefore fall
within the ambit of the equal pr.otection clause of the 14th
Am'endment to the Constitution of the United States." The
object of this terminology is immediately 'evident. The 14th
Amendment does not prohibit private acts of dtscrimination.
The SUpreme Court has said so in a series of, decisions starting
with the United States v.' Murray Stanley (109 U.S. 3) decided
in 1883 in which the SUpreme Court struck down the Civil.
Rights Act of 1875 (18 Stat. at L., 335), an act which required
the desegregation of private establishments serving the public.
'This decision has been affirmed in 1959 in Williams v. Howard
John!,on Restaurants, 268 F.2d 845 and more recently by the
United States Supreme Court in 1961' in the case of Burton
v. Wilmington parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715. These cases
are ,the controlling law of the case and are just as much the
"law of the land" as the decision in Brown et al v. Board of
Education of Topeka Kansas. If one is to accept as the bill
proposes th.at indiVidual, acts "take on the character of State
acts," then the ancient distinctions between private property
and public agencies will be lost forever. And, under the precedent here proposed, private property in this ,regard will have
ceased to exist Furthermore, under the dual basis proposed
for this act, the actions occupy two places at once. They are
in one statement acts of private discrimination which affect
interstate commerce, and in another stat~ment, theX lake on
th~ character of actions by the state and' ,ar,e denials of equal
protection.
~ The power of Congress to regualte commerce derives from
Article of Section 8 of the Constitution which 'gives Congress
the povier to "regulate commerce among the several states."
But the object of the bill, as stated by its authors is not to
regulate commerce, but to "prohibit discrimination." Furthermore Congress has added another area to its regulation of
commerce. It has added a requirement to serve which heretofore was only imposed upon pUblic service corporations with
state-guaranteed monopolies. The owner's right to freedom of
choice is severely restricted. I do not propose to defend racial
discrimination, but I do defend the right, the legal right, of the
'owner of an establishment to freely choose his customers.
If one can be forced by law to sell, Why can there not be, with
equal justification, a compulson to buy? If the admission of
'one customer drives away 10 others, then does this not impose
more of an intolerable, burden upon interstate commerce as
did the denial to one?
The method of enforcement leaves something to be desired.
The' bill, even as modified by the, Commerce Committee;
retains the right to jall parties for civil contempt without the
,benefit of a jury trial. Thus a party may be tried, convicted
and jalled by the same judge, with no other party entering into
the decision.
'
Title Three - Desegregation of Public Education
This section proposes to eliminate 'discriminationby use of
grants and new powers for the U.S. Commissioner of Education
and the Attorney, ,General. The authority for this assistance
supposedly rests 'on the Fourteenth Amendment and in the intent of the legIslatures that adopted it to abolish racially
separate public schools. 'Ihe history of pUblic education in the
UnitE!d siit,es' in)he yea[§.J.o i 1ci win
the I' a t if i c a ti 0 n of
the 14th Amendment do not support this contention. In one state,
,for example, the legislature adopted the, 14th Amendmen,t and
in the same session provided for racially separate public
schools. To this date there is no law of the United States which
requires desegregation. The propose'd programs for the Commissioner of Education are cart be{ore horse. There, are the
sort of programs that would implement. a law, if there were a
law; but there is no law. The Supreme Court's opinion of 1954
in Brown v. Boa,.rd of Education, impressive as it may be, is
still no more than a "judgement binding named defendants in
partiCUlar lawsuits.
,
According to this title, the Attorney General would be emlOwered on the complaint that· some local school board! 'had
'ailed to achieve desegregation" to bring a free lawsuit. But
in the overWhelming majority of school districts in the South,
there is now no legal requirement that local school boards
evenattempt to '" achieve desegregation". Before there can be
a failure of ,duty, the're must first be a duty ~ These provisions
of 'Title Thr.ee merely ·assume the duty and proceed to its
failure.
,
'
One is tempted to leap from a sin&r.e convicti9n that
discrimination', is, -Wrong, to a false conclusion that a Federal
law is .the proper way to' prevent it. The intensely personal
problems of racial feeling carmot ,be solved by any Federal
law, the roots go deeper than Congress can reach.
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.Graduate School Applicants
Cautioned on Applications

William
Gqrland
"'" .
- .

..

Fr. Varnerin Chairmanofthe
Graduate Scholarship Committee expresses increasing concern for the applicants to graduate schools. In a brocure prepared by Fr. Varnerin, applicants are cautioned that three
factors will decide their success in acceptance to graduate
school.
The first is their past academic record. "There is little
a senior can db to improve his
academic record of the first
three years" he stated." Therefore, you either have it, or you
don't."
The second, in Fr. Varnerin's
opinion, is the mo~t important
,thing a student can do for himself. "I have prepared some
instructions which the student
will find helpful. These suggestions are not my own," he
stated. "I have discussed them
with the Graduate Scholarship
Committee and many others.
The third are, the letters of
'recommendation., They are very
important and will determine
the success of the' applicant.
The committee members are
made up of teachers of the dif- '
fer e n t departments in the
, school. They are:
Dr. Abbott: History
Dr. Grassi: Philosophy and
Classics
Dr. Mcinerney: English
Dr. McDonald: Languages and
Foreign Study
Fr. McPeake: Education and
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
Dr. MUf(>hy: Psycholo!!:y and

Pre·Med Club Given
Alpha Designation
In May 1962, Fairfield was
in v est e d as the Connecticut
Alpha Chapter of Alpha Epsilon
Delta, 'the International PreMedical Honor Society. Founded in 1962 at the University of
Alabama and today including
77 chapters in the United States
and Canada, the society's aims
are: 1) To encourage excellence
in pre-medical scholarship; 2)
To stimulate an appreciation of
the importance of pre-medical
education in the study of medi,cine; 3), To promotecooperation and contacts between medic,al and pre-medical students
and educators in developing an
adequate program of'pre-medical education; and 4) To bind
together siniilarly interested
students.
The results of the election
of officers for the year 1963'1964 were as' follows: President - Joseph M. Maturo, 225
Marion Street, Br"1dgeport;
Vice-president - Thomas A.
Johnson, Birchwood Road,
Northford; Treasurer - Robert
A.'Horvath, 59 Maybrook Road,
Bridgeport; S'ecretary - Paul
A. Gargano, 125 Silver street,
Bridgeport; Historian' - Albert
.T. Lojko, Gil bert Heights,
Jewett City; "Scalpel" Reporter - Robert T. Eagan, 87 Savoy
Street. Bridgeport.
'.
Although me m be I' s hip in
Alpha EpSilon Delta for interes~ed and qualified pre;:'meds
and pre-dents is not open until
the completion of the second
semesfer of sophomore' year,
interested students in the premedical curriculum may attend,
any of the meetings and activities of the chapter .
'This 'year's program includes'
'visits to two hospitals, two
medical schools, several guest
lecturers and six color and
sound moving pictures.' A list
of the movies and their probable'
dates is as follows: November
13, "Subtotal Gastrectomy For
Duodenal Ulcer"; December 4,
"TotafHysterectomy"; February 12, "Human Kidney Transplant"; March, 11, "Transvaginal Regional A nesthesia In Obstetrics"; April 8, "Face Of
An Addict"; May 6, "Some
Common Foot Problems Amenable To Surgery" •
-

.-
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Sociology
Dr. Pitt: Economics and J3usiness
Fr. Varnerin: Science and
Mathematics; chairman of
committee
Dr. Barone: Sciences
Fr. Varnerin's office hours -are as follows:
Monday: '8:30 to 10:30 p.m. in
Champion 435
Tuesday: 11:10 to 12 noon in
, Xavier 305
Wednesday: 11:10 to 12 noon
in Xavier 305
1:10 to ~ p.m. in physical
Chemisty Laboratory' - 4th
floor Xavier'
8:30 to 10:30 p.m. in Champion 435
Other times by appointment.
Consult the bulletin boards'
for the office hours of the
other members of the committee.
, The committee is open to the
students. It states that students
should mak~ all applicatio,ns
,through the 'committee. "It has
been established for the senior
stUdents, and should be considered by those students applying to graduate s<::llOols."

~C" is' No

I

Good

In Knoxville Tenn.

Knoxville, Tenn. -- A new
admissions policy affecting high
school graduates with less than
a "C' average will be initiated
by the University of Tennessee
beginning with the pl'esent academic year, The University will
allow st',dents in this grade
category to enter provisionally
as freshmen for summer, wint~r and spring quarters, provlded they are strongly motivated to extraordinary work,
but they will not be admitted to
the busy fall quarter, according
to Dr. Herman E. Spivey, academic vice president.
By prohibiting enrollment in
the fall quarter, the university
is moving to counteract statistics which show that this session has the high,est enrollment,
the greatest number of extracurricular activities and by far
the highest total of drop outs
of the four quarters. And a high
percentage of the failures has
been the "C' average high
!,chool graduates.

THE

ONION PATCH
Leo Paquette
-

Shine, Perishing RepUblic
.
As an officer of one of the political clubs on this campus, I'm
scared. I hear Khruschev's theories of a mechanistic history, sweeping
along a Communist,tide that will bury us, and 1 don't believe it.
I read a rather badly-written, sensationalized novel called "It
Can't Happen, Here, and I don't believe it. But I look in the face
of the fellow sitting across from me at the lunch table•... and
I iook again•.• and again, and I wonder. I wonder.
. ,
,The other night I had a discussion with one of our club memb~rs, an intelligent student with definite liberal opinions. The
question was one of freedom of speech. He admitted that theoretically eveuone should ha"e the right to speak and pUblish in our
society, no matter what he believes. But when it came to the
practical question of letting the Communists speak, he said no.
The Communists, you see, are too tricky for us, and to(} dedicated. They go out on street corners and keep hammer-ing away
their points; they infiltrate our organizations, confusing the minds
of the poor average simple people.
. f asked if this were not an admission of our failure. Where':'
ever the Communists are banned, they have won and freedom has
lost. If we cannot go out and teach the basics of democracy to
the people, and be confident that they will choose ours over
another system, we are liVing a lie. But the simple solution is
to h~ve the people live in their ignorant, traditional democracy,
and ban all those who speak against it. ThUS, if the advocates of
a free society do nothing, and allow followers of another persuasion to 'sway the people, our system will lose. And if the advocates of a free society do nothing, but ban the people who oppose
them, they have already lost.
•
What has this got to do with you, a student at Fairfield? The
solution to the dilemma abovEi is obviously that the advocates of
democracy must do something. You are, I assume, :;in advQcate
of democ,racy. You are, I know, doing nothing.
Nothipg to convince the people. . .the people•..the peoplehold on. What is this "people"? What right have I t(} separate
myself from the ignorant people? Am I not the people? What am
I doing? What AM I doing?
I repeat, sometimes I'm scared. ~fter all the preaching of
priests and politicians, of statesmen and historians, all the eloquent speeches and 'trite cliches, you still think politics is a
dirty game. Yes politics. I'm talking politics, because politics,
you see, is the people. Politics is the art of the possible, and the
art of the Possible is what makes our democracy work. But oh
yes,' .it's a dirty game. It's benea;th me. Even though Washington
and Lincoln and Wilson were in it, it's still a qirty little game
Even though I can't go fishing, or take a drink of water, or breath
fresh air, or eat a meal without a political decision affecting me,
it's none of my affair. Politics, you see, involves dirty work. It
involves ringing doorbells and talking to people. It involves reading things and hearing things to ul1derstand why I hold the position
I do. It involves thinking, and it involves acting. I might get my
hands dirty.
We're not trying to make big-time operators in our political
clubs here at Fairfield. All we're trying to do is find out a little
bit more about our g,over!lment, and do a little work to show our
interest in communityand national affairs. Yet we ask for volunteers, and get none. We have a speaker give up his time to come
here, and ten college men come to hear him. Ten. Out of over
1200. This is the collegiate group, the leaders of tomorrow~
Government? I learn all about that in the classroom'.
I see freshmen w~o give a rather shy'smile, and pass by. I see
Sophomores who shrug their shoulders and say "That's not for
me." I see Jilniors who say, "I'd like to, but not now." I see
Seniors who walk by for the last time with their eyes closed,
almost beyond hope. '
.
I look at the fellow across from me, and I wonder. What is he
thinking? Am I doing enough? As he reads thig, what is he thinking? The people take care of themselves. Or someone takes care
of the people••.the people•. .the people.
I'm sorry if the PATCH is too preachy today. It's just that
'sometimes I get worried, and I 10se'IfIY writing style. Sometimes
I think of people in a distant nation many years ago who thought
politics was a dirty game, and who got a man named Hitler ,in
return.
'
ShineLpetishing, Republic•••,. .;.,., ~ ,r ' " ,," ·'.t,
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A Day At The Bowl
Special 'rJews Feature
One gOJu 'tel~m' deserves
another, and few would challenge
Fairfield's
right to victory·
which it dailllcd handily on
Sunday evening.
1'11e e

l.~}h~_:-'::is

Oil ti ining, se-

curity restrictions at the RCA
Building, and the routine push
and pull day of television di-

rectors and producers serve to
cloud the fact our college bowl
team really is on NBC nationwide television in living color.
From the time the team
enters the building in Rockefellei' Plaza until showtime each
member of the team seems to be
trying unconsciously to grasp
the cogency of the fact that the,
GE college Bowl is bigtime,
and winning it is providing a

MIXED EMOTIONS: John Horvath, John Kappenberg, Joe
Kroll, George GrelleI' and Father Lynch displayed individual
reactions Sunday night when the College Bowl-team arrived
in town and found t~emselves guests of honor at a rally.

_ _ _~_i._

FR. BURKE, George Greller, Joe Kroll and Fr. Lynch "on
stage" at the rally.

market; bl'eakthrough for the
University in Fairfield and
around the nation.
The two teams were in a
briefing session until noon, anC\
immediately upon their return
to the studio the first rehearsal
was scheduled. Following the
run-through, interviews were
outlined and special shots were
set up. During the break one
player said, "The first time we
went through this it was exciting, but this time it's slower.
We are much more relaxed"
Yet, the time was going fast.
It wa':. already 2:30 when the
scholars went to be made up.
Getting out for lunch and taking
a w a I k was unanimously the
uppermost thought in the mind
of everyone.
In a make up room lined with
mirrors John Horvath converSed in German with the woman
doing the making up, who is
fluent in the language. John
Kappenberg mounted a swivelled
barber's chair and spun around
for a solid five minutes. Everywhere in the room -a face was
reflected. Ge0rge GrelleI' unseated Kappenberg, and took a
,spin of his own. "How does
this work, John?"
"Pull the lever on the side,
George, it's the greatest.'"
,Following lunch in the coffee
shop overlooking the ice skating rink, the group walked
around the square discussing
their approach to the game.
. Back in the studio with some
time to spare, one man said,
"How are. the Giants doing?"
With the numberless monitors
on the stage, it was easy to find
one with the game. However,
there was so little sound that it
made it difficult to watch.
The hour had arrived for the
dress rehearsal. No one was
visibly nervous, but the rigors
of the long day were beginning
to show. There was little time
to ttilnk. 'There was a vague
beWilderment, and at times a
real puzzlement reflected in the
automatic responses of the
team. The small audience at
dress rehearsal seemed unattached from the goings-on in the
theatre.
Coaches from both
sides talked quietly with their
companions, the alternates from
Illinois seemed less absorbed.
A few pictures were taken.
There was tenseness in the
quiet.
It was the quiet before the
storm.

BACK AT THE OASIS; Father Lynch expressed his gratitude
to the team, the school, NBC, General Electric, Father
Burke; anyone else?

Bowl Personalities
the Russian Circle and the German Club. ,He is on the dean's'
list.
Joe Kroll was drawn from
the ranks of the junior class
to appear with the team in New
• York. Joe is from Bridgeport
and very much enjoyed the trips
to New York. "The food was
great," he said.
Joe writes occasionally for
New Frontiers, the campus literary publication, and has some
hobbies "which you would not
believe, if I told you about
them." A graduate of Fairfield
Prep, he is majoring inEnglish
and plans to teach.

GEORGE GR'ELLER
George plays all the intramural spOrts at the University
"when I am not studying." He
is a Spanish major and plans
to attend graduate school. He
has no plans beyond this. George
summed up the feelings of the
entire college bowl team in his
statement that he "appreciates
the encouragement offered the
students who attended the show
in New York and by those who
the encouragement offered by
the students who attended the
show in New York and by those
who loo~ed on from the campus
and their homes."

JOSEPH KROLL

Thank You, Thank You All

*

II TBIIIUJJIOIO

*

BBAID

BOUIJD~UP

COlfflST
RULES AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
WILL BE ANNOUNCED 'SHORTLY

.pr
F ACING THEIR PUBLIC: All the College Bowl personalities are identifiable as the group
addr'esses a crowd of several hundred cheering Stags. John Horvath (at the mike) waited
.for longer than a minute while the fans called for a speech. When the tum ult had passed,
John expressed the sentiments of all four men. In German he said quietly, almost inaudibly,
"Thank You, Thank YOIl ,~ll." ' I' , '.t ! ~ I f ' - " • I 'r.' J ,- ) '
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Kuhlman toCoach
New F. U. Squad
James Kuhlman of Bridgeport has been appointed. coach
of the University's new varsity
soccer squad. The new coac~
who feels that the team has
shown potential in scrim mages,
has a record of ten years experience in soccer. Kuhlman
was assistant coach at Bridgeport University. The University
had a perfect season this fall.
Coach Kuhlman stated that
"a substantial number of students who showed up for the
trials seem to have good experience and ability. The potential for the team far exceeds
our earlier expectances." He
is pleased with the attitude of
tha players. "The boys didn't
seem to have much interest
last year," he said. "This year
they are shOWing a lot of en. thusiasm."
. This is the University's first
official soccer team. The new
soccer field is presently being
designed. Its completion is expected within the n ext two
weeks. "If things keep going
as they have been, we should
expect to play e~hibition games
with U.B. and other local colleges soon."

!

I
,r

SEAN MALONEY PRACTICES ONE of the basic fundamentals
of the game of soccer: kicking.

i

Course Record Set
At B, C.-Fairfield Mei!t

THE SPOTLIGHT
BY CARL LOGALBO
For nearly half a century the
New York Yankees have molded
an .invincible baseball machine
which reached towering heights
during the reigns of the great
Bombers - Ruth, Gehrig, Dimaggio, Berra and Mantle. Over
the years, starting in 1921,
they had bagged an incredible
total of 20 series while losing
only seven of the 60 World
Series staged in baseball history. The Bombers usually won
the S"eries and rare defeats were
thrust upon them only through
superman efforts by their conquerors.
From 1950 to the present the
Yankees have won eleven American league penants --bowing
only to Cleveland in '54 and
Chicago in '5!) and eight world
\' c ham pia n s hip s. The only
blotches on their series record
came in '55 against the old
! _ Broo1<lyn I Bums, the Braves in
'57 and the Pirates in '60,
but then again the series play
was not decided till the final
out 'of the seventh game.
In '55 Johnny Podres styrpied
the bats of Mantle, Berra and
Skowron in the final game to
make a dream come true for
the Bums. At Milwaukee, Lew
Burdette came back for the
third time in the seventh game
to deprive the Yankees of the
championship. And in '60 Mazerowski's historic homerun off
Ralph Terry in the ninth inning crippled the Yankee chance
for a series win.
The 1963 Yankeeswerefavored to follow in the tradition of
their baseball dynasty. All sorts
of odds were cast in their regard
to grab the '63 World Series
from the supposedly impotent
i Los Angeles podgers. History,
however, did not repeat itself
and the Yankees machine was
~ IErounded to a: halt by tlle baleI, ful thrower of Yankee wrenches
from ·the Dodger pitching staff.
The effectiveness of KOufax,
• Drysdale, and Podres stunned
the Yankee batters into a slugless hypnotism. In four games

r

!

the mighty Yankee bats produced' only four runs. The
dominance of Los Ang'eles pitch- .
ing was . so through that the
Yankees finished with a team
batting average of .171 as compared to a .247 team percentage for the Dodgers.
Dodger fans, however, should
not attribute the sweep-in-four .
s'eries fully to the un~rring play
of their fairy-tale heroes. The
Bombers did something contrary to the noblest of Yankee
traditions. They beat themselves. They lost the second'
game on a bungling pick off
play and a misjudged fly ball.
The third was lost on a wild
pitch and the fourth when the
sure handed first baseman, Joe
Pepitone errored on an accurate
throw from third baseman Clete
Boyer.
The Bo,,,bers could do no
right and the Dodgersnowrong.
The National Leaguers generally out-classed the indestructible
Yankee machine. There was no
.room for error with the Dodgers,
flawless fashioned play. When
one man would slaken the line
another would tighten it. Their
offensive punch was balanced
from batters one to eight and,
needless to say, the pitching was
superb. The Yankees just could
not find the starting. button.
Only in the finale did the
Yankees have a glimmer of hope
mainly due to the near flawless
pitching of Whitey Ford. The little left handel' fashioned an artful two hitter but eventually fell
victim to the Yankee's awkward
field game. No one knows the
outcome of the series if Peppi
had handled Boyer's throw. My
guess, nevertheless, is a Yankee
sweep in the remaining games.
Mantle provided the necessary
momentum with his tQwering
home run in the fourth game.
The Bombers simply needed to
keep their heads above the
water. BM they weren't able to
keep afloat. They all drownedthey beat themselves.

1 · -}caC:emy
-------------I
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Continued from Page 5 Col. 2

Patron'ize

The discussiop conthiued the
topic in the areas of draina and
fiction. The members discussed
the position ofthe contemporary
Catholic artist in relation to his
ability to produce a valuable
contribution without a compromise of his Catholic tradition.
o pin ion s were generally
divided into those affirming a
stifling effect of, the' dogmatic
qualities in the Church, and
those claiming a wider range
of essential problems because
of the mystery-of the'Faith; . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . - .. - . - .• , •. - ,
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After a staggering l8-4210ss
to the Boston College long distance men, the Fairfield Harriers eagerly await this Saturdays meet with the Queens contingent. The· BC meet proved
to the boys and the coach alike
that further conditioning is nec.essary
The race with our Jesuit foe
was held here at Fairfield last
Friday afternoon andit included
the establishment of anew Fairfield University course record
by Boston's Phil Jutras as he
completed the 4.25 mile course
in 21:52. This performance
breaks the existing mark also
held by a BC man, Bill
O'Leary, . set here in 1959, of
22.19. Tom Meagher of the
victors placed second close to a .
minute ahead of Fairfield's lead
runner, Soph. Jim Milton. The'
latter's time was 23.25. Fourth,
fifth and sixth were the next
places for BC's scorers and th~
. host placers' were John Gaceri
eighth, RIch Anastasio ninth,
Peter Garry tenth and Ray Me
Dermott twelfth.

SPORTS PERSONALITv
Sports personalities are hI."':"
ored in most issues for the;;;'
accomplishments and contnbutions in the sports world "t
Fairfield. This week's pl'rsonality is cited because of Ue"
constant effort in fostering the
sport of track while he h:>
been here. The individual L
the "Little One" himself, Jin:~
my Daly. This 5'5" ball "t
mite has competed in tru:\
since his arrival here and h;',: '
constantly been on the look-()l';',
for seeing improvements in tLL
sport. Jimmy first caught th:
track bug as a fleet quart/,r
miler for Stepinac High Schell';
of Wn'ite Plains, New Yo«'
While there, his team won mt, TV
accolades ipcluding champb".
ships at the Penn Relays.
Jimmy's running here fLU;
been varied and has covered
all three running seasons. For
three years he was a -consistent finisher for the crosscountry team which he confesses
to be not his favorite area of
track. In the winter months
Jimmy was a regular member
of our relay teams that have
competed in many meets over
the past two seasons. Then in
the Spring, where our track ,
competitors seem to enjoy their
greatest success, Jim llas been
a main cog in such events as
the sprints, the quarter mile;
the half, the mile relay and
even occassionally the pole
vault.
His best efforts' for
last year's undefeated squad
were -iR~0 an<!. as a mem-

James Daly '64

bel' of the stag's mile relay
squad. For this season coming
up, Jimmy will be officially
called upon to lead the Fairfield track team, since he is
one of the co-captains elected
for the 1964 seasori.
This Senior' does not just
direct his collegiate attenti.ons
to track, for he is a hard
working B.B.A. Marketing student and he participates in Intramurals in his spare time.
This spring ~e thin clad
squad will be out to extend
their 10 consecutive win streak
and this little man will be a
very definite asset to this squad.

THE REST Of: THE SCHEDULE
Oct. 15 'Queens College Home
Oct. 23 Marist College Home
Oct. 26 Southern Conn. Away
oct. 30 Adelphi & Central Conn.
Home
Nov, '2 University of Hartford
Home
Nov. 5 Queensboro .
Home
T I' a c k
Nov. 16 Collegiate
Champs
Van Cortlandt
Park, N. Y.WEB MC CAFFREY PASSES to his Wing during varsity'
soccer practice.

Stock Investment
Course Initiated
The Chambers of Commerce
of Bridgeport, Danbury, and
Fairfield will sponsor in cooperation with the Bureau of Business Research of Fairfield University a special eight-week
course for adults concerned
with Stock Market Investments.
The course is designed to
give a broad and comprehensive understanding of the investment field, not only to the
beginner but also to the more
sophistic'ated investor. It will
cover both the fundamental and
technical factors which, influence the price action of securities. There will also be an
extensive discussion of the
practical applications of the
"Law of 'Supply and Demand,"
as it relates to the securities
market.
By the completion of the
. course, those attending should
have a good general understanding of how the Stock Market
functions, and be able to evaluate. the rJsks and rewards of
various investments.

The instructor, John Fisher,
is a graduat~ of Harvard College 1945, and has done further
stUdies at New York Institute
of Finance. For the past eight
years he has been a research
analyst ·and investment broker,
and is currently affiliated with
McDonnell & Co. as an investment broker. He has taught a
course on investments at Fordham University, Department of
Adult Education. He has lectured extensively in the investment field both in professional
seminars and to various clubs
and organizations.
Classes will be held 7:30 9:30 P.M. Wednesday evenings
in Canisius Hall on the campus.
The total cost of the program
is fifty dollars. The topics
treated will be:-..Understanding
the Stock Market,The Functions
of the Stock Market, Types of
Securities: Risks and Rewards,
Planning An Investment Program, You and Your Broker,
Security Analysis, Sound Methods of Investing, and Advanced
Trading Techniques -and Summary.

Fairfield Day
Proclaimed
The President of the University, very Reverend James E.
FitZGerald, S.J~, were guests of
honor at a reception on "Fairfield University Day" , Tuesday,
October 8, given by Judge John
T.Fltzapatrick at his home at
336 Brookbend Road, Fairfield
Among those at the reception
were: -John Sulllvan, First Selectman of the Town of Fairfield; Robert G. Lee and Homer
Cudmore, Fairfield Selectmen;
Edward Nolan, President of the
Fairfield Chamber of Commerce;. Walter upham, Excutive Secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce; RoyHenryE rvin,
President . 'of the Fairfiela
Junior Chamber of Commerce;
Raymond Ford, Jr., representing Harvey Bresllll', Chaixv..
man of the Fairfield Board of
. Education; Richard Riccardi,
Director of Adult Education,
. representing
the Fairfield
School System; and Marvin ,
Weiss, I:>1rector of Fairfield
RedeNelopment•. ,t'. t •
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When this column hstappeareeJ, it exploreJ, 10 not toO
great detail, the changes here at Fairfield in the field of
athletics. A major part of that column mulled over the pos~i
bilities of the new varsity Basketball Schedule and the increased vigor with which the University pursued greater
status on the court. This was all fitting in that b:lskctball is
undisputedly the major 'sport on this campus.
However, the two newly organized sports of Soccer and
Rugby are also deserving of special recognition here.
The greater the number of intercollegiate sports a school
has, the better off that school is, f()r the ide.:tl is to have as
many students take part in athletics a~ is reasonable. "Mens
sana in corpore sano"-"A sound mind in a sound body";
this principle is as old as civilization and still highly applic;Jhle to education today. There 3re different tvpes of learnin~
and academic learning is only one. The experience of sports
can also be a great teacher. It has often been said that spans
can mirror life.
. As the school grows, in every dimension, It needs support from within. The two new teams do not appear to be
similar to the athletic flashes-in-the-pan seen hereabouts· in
r.9 cent years. Both teams hav~ coaches and both ~eams have a
good number of students trymg out for them. 1 he new athletic administration has provided uniforms and. equipment
for both teams and coaches Kenyon (Rugby) and Kuhlman
(Soccer) are wC!'king hard to develop representative teams.
Therefore, both the administration and the students
should ocret behind these teams to the extent that they aren't
left out in the cold. Both sports are exciting and both are
on the intercollegiate level, so there is no reason why the
student body cannot turn out for games whenever possible.
One way of looking at it is this: it betters the University
and the individual. Such improvement should be the goal of
every responsible student at Fairfield.

V ARSITY BASKETBALL 1963-64
saturday

Pittsburgh

December 6
10
12
18
27-28

FridayTuesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Fri. - sat.

Boston college
Away
Provideilce
Away
Adelphi
Away
L.I.U.
Home
Richmond County
Away
Invitational Tournament :(st. Peter's, U. of Mass.,
Wagner college,
F:lirfield, University)

2

January

8
11

13
30
February

5
8

10
12
15
17
20
22
24
26
27
29
March

7

Thursday
Wednesday
Saturday
Monday
ThurSday

Fairleighs Dickinson
seton Hall
U.B.
lona
CCNY

Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

Wednesday
saturday
Monday'
Wednesday
Saturday
Monday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
saturday

st. Anselm's
Hunter
stonehUl
Brooklyn
Rider'
Georgetown
So. Conn.
Assumption
Yeshiva
st. Peter's
Fordham
Bridgeport

Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home

saturday

Holy Cross

Away

First Ga_me Nov. 30 At Pittsburgh
Coach George Bisacca will
be 'greeted by only four returning letter men wnen tne Stag
Varsity Basketball Team opens
its pradice session on October
15. This Season will also present the toughest schedule in
the history of the University,
starting off with an away game
at the University of Pittsburgh
on November 30.

the team's most consistent
p'layers. Besides forming the
hub for this year's team, the
two are also Co-Captains.
Also returning are Kurt" Kilty and KenWagner, both of who III
are f'.ounted upon to bolster the
squads strength f'.onsiderably.
The final returning member
of last year's varsity is 6'
junior, Joel Pascale, a jump
shooting specialist, who is expected to see a lot of action
during this season.
The rest of the squad will be
composed of sORhomores from
last year's frosh team which
amassed an excellent record of
17-4. Leading the pack will be
6 '4" Pat Burke who set a new
frosh scoring record when he
averaged 21 points a game and

Netmen Place 2nd at ECAC
-

also broke Joel Pascale's individual high game freshman total
(38 pts.) by scoring 40 points i n his first game. Burke is the
leading candidate for the starting center position.
Two other sophomores appear to be heading· for starting
assignments at forward. They
are 6'4" Mike Brcanch and 6'3"
stan Poole. Branch averaged
18 points a game as a freshman and Poole 16. Both have
shown great talent and even
greater potential.
Among other sophomores expected to see aetion 'are Pete
Fall, Jack McGovern and Dave
Lingua. If the sophomores mature quickly, the stags could
have a very successful seasoll
despite the tough schedule of
opponents.

SUPPORT

Donnelly-Magner Win Doubles

Players Scramble

PLA YERS SCRAMBLE for loose ball during Soph-Frosh
Division 1W«~iVugtj,?lffl.
. 1 ••

Stags To Field 'Young Team,

Only two of thereturneessaw
much a f'. t ion during the
1!:J62-63 season. Larr-y Rafferty, a 6'3" senior, who averaged ten points a game despite
a seas.on long.knee injury should
be a definite starter. Walter
Donnelly, also 6'3" and also a
senior, averaged five points a
game last year and was one of

Away

November 30

VARSITY BASKETBALL PLAYERS work out on Cross Country Track.

, •

The stag tennis team travelled to Rider College this past
weekend to participate in the
ECAC Annual College Division
Tennis Tournament. The netmen met with success by <.:opping the doubles championship
and placing second in the team
. tot.ils in a fourteen team field.
The Fairfield doubles team,
composed of seniors Gerry
Magner and Walt Donnelly, were
seriously challenged but once
as they worked their· way to
the top of the doubles draw.
seeded second, Magner and
Donnelly were given a first
round bye and then they faced
Hamilton College, victors over
U. of Vermont in the first
round.
The stags yielded only fiv~
games as they advanced into
the. semi-finals.. Here they
faced LelJigh and pUlled out a
victory 3-6, 6-4, 8-6, after
being down 3-5 and triple match
point in the third set. IP (he
finals Fairfield defeated Lafayette 6-1, 6-3 in a very quick
match.
Other teams entered
in the doubles were Swarthmore, Fairleigh-Dickinson, St. John's, lona, Manhattan, Hunter, and host team, Rider College.
In the singles division Fairfield's Nick Ovodow defeated
Osborne of Canisius in the first
round by the score of 6-4,
6-3, and then lost a close match
to Levine of Lafayette who later
reached the ·semi-finals. Senior Matt Carroll bONed to lona
College's num'Jer one man,
Frank Ringle, 6-3, 9-3, in a
deceptively close match.' These
§ingle.$ .apQ Q.Q.uple,s. r.esuIts add-

.e:.J'Jl·.)"nt.aq', fil

i:..l1~/t~£11

ed up to a second place finish
for the stags who were aided
this weekend by Assistant Coach
Fr . .Albert Reddy, S. J.
Lit. 'John~s was .lIe ream .:nampions as their Ed Bertram
rea::lled the finals of the singles.
'Meditative lovers of changing foliage on the Fairfield
U n i v e r sit y eampus may
be distracted by panting runners
this fall. Fairfield Cross Country Coach, Nick GiaqUinto, has
scheduled six home meets for
his team this year.

THE SOCCER
AND

RUGBY TEAMS

Your Best Bet
• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
•

• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
• FOR DRESS FASHIONS

It's

Sports
Personality
Pag8 10

From The Sports
Desk
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Rugby Joins Eastern Union
Schedule Set For Year
pl'. John Kenyon, 'pI'ofessor
of psychology here at the University and head coach of Fairfield's newly-formed R u gb Y
ClUb, attended the annual general meeting of the Eastern
Rugby Union, which convened
at the Harvard Varsity Club.

Garry Elected
Track Captain
Peter Garry, a serii0'r 'from
Garden City, Long Isiand" has
been elected captain of the Fairfield University Cross Countr~1
team, it was announced today by
Coach Nick Giaquinto',

The Union consists at 2~
member clubs from the universities and cities ant h e
Eastern Seaboard. The member
clubs have had a team operating
consistently for at least two
years. Fairfield, now recognized as an affiliate, will ('onsequel)tly seek associate membership at the next annual
meeting.

Garry will lead the Stags'
t;'a<;k squa(l into action on Octo1"'1' 12 against Boston Colleg'e,

Quarterback releases pass just before the tag in a recent intramural game.

Intramural ,Football Underway

Leagues Seeli School Cha.mpionship
The-nrs't week 6t the mtram ural football season was
marked by closely fought games
in be>th divisions, by competitive trading' in the freshmansophomore division, and by the
announcement of a few innovations by the intramural of, fice.
'
The junior senior-division
opened its season on Monday,
with five teams participating.
Tfle' opening day saw Andy Donnelly'S team edge Carlo Orlando's 6-2, while Bill Schuck
forfeited to Bill Hegarty. Hegarty's team, playing its first
game after the forfeit, battled
Mike Kelly's men to a scoreless tie in one of the best
played games of the week. Wednisday saw Schuck's team again
forfeit, this time to Donnel1y,'
while Kelly :sent Orlando down
to a 15-0 defeat.
The freshman-sophomoredivision opened its season' with
nine teams a few days earlier
than the juniors and seniors.
On the first day of play teams
captained by Dan Gatti, Rich
Pecoraro, and Saki O'Sullivan
held scoreless the' te:fms of
Jim Sullivan, Mike Griffin, and
Ed Della Bitta, with scores of
19-0, '6-0, and 26-0. The same
day saw Dan Finn and Vin
L'Esperance fight to a scoreless tie.
After a weekend of planning
O'Sullivan again held his opponent scoreless in Monday's
game, defeating Pete Stewart
19-0. Della Bitta's men scored
once to defeat Griffin 7-0.
L'Esperance forfeited to Sullivan. On Wednesday L'Esperallce, with his team in a state of
disorganization, dropped out of
the league, allowing Stewart to
pick up his first win by forfeit. -6' Sullivan, already lead-

I

Ing tne league, made it three
straight by handing Griffin his
third loss with a score of 19-2.
Finishing the week on Thursday, Pecoraro sent Finn down
to a 13~O defeat, and P. J.
Crowe, replacing Gatti as captain of a team now looked on as
a dark horse threat, defeated
Della Bitta 13-6.
At the end of the first week of
play Donnelly leads the juniorsenior division wittI two wins
and no losses; Hegarty and Kelly
are tied in second place with
one win and one tie each; Orlando, with two losses, shares
last' place with Schuck's yet
untested team.
In the freshman-sophomore
division O'Sullivan holds top
honors with three Wins, no
losses; Peco.rara and Crowe
trail in second place with two
and nothing records; next Sullivan and stewart, each with one
win and one. tie; and Griffin
trails the field with no wins
and three losses.
An innovation in intramural
sI;lorts this year was the option
given to captains to trade players during, t)1e first full week of
the schedule. The trading period
has not ended at this wr.iting,
but it appears that, while there
has been little or no trading,
in the upper division, the activity among the freshmen and
sophomores has been extensive. Informed observers report that with the elimination
of one team in the freshmansophomore division, the addition of some recently signed
players to all !heteams, and
the change in both backfield
and line strength due to the
trades, there may be some
radical changes in the standings of the teams after the
next week or two of play.

Among the new developments
announced this week, by the
intramural office is the plan
to end the season with playoff games betweeen the first
and second teams in each division. The division champs
will then play a final game for
the school championship.
League officials are also working out plans at the present
time for an all-star game to
be played later this month or
early in November. This game
will pit the freshman-sophomore all-stars against the best
players from the junior-senior
division. The players in this
gam e will be chosen on the
basis of the captains' recommendations.
The present season has been
scheduled to continue un til
Thanksgiving. In the juniorsenior division, each team will
play every other team three
times, for a total of twelve
games for. each team. In the
freshman-sophomore 1e a g u e
the teams will play each other
twice, for a total of fourteen
games for each team.

In addition to athletics, the
personable Garry has been active in extracurricula activities
• at the University. He was secretary of his class for three years
and served as sports editor of
the student newspaper last year.
He is also a member of the yearbook staff and the Spiked Shoe
Club. In his junior year, he
served on the Freshman Orientation Committee and the Dogwood Festival Committee, '
Garry, who is studying for a
Bachelor of Arts degree with a
major in Economics, is the son
of Mr, and Mrs, RobertP.Garry, 75 Salisbury Avenue, Garden
City. He is a graduate of
Chaminade High School, Mineola, Long Island,

The prospect of a new team
in the area, according to Dr.
Kenyon, was welcomed by the
o the I' members and several
games for the fall season were
arranged with Fordham, Holy
Cross, Harv.ard, the Jefferson
Rugby Football Club (affiliated
with Jefferson Medical College
in Philadelphia) and the Boston
Rugby Football Club. Fordham
offered to give an exhibition
rr.atch with Fairfield the first
week of November.
Dr. Denyon is 0 p tim i s tic
about the team's chances due
to it's showing in practice sessions. The coach's main aim is
to field two teams for the spring
season,
Professor Francis Coghlan of
Villanova University's History
Department advised Dr. Kenyon to schedule as many games
as possible the theory being
that although the losses might
be great, the team would learn
quickly.

Golf Team
Set For Spring
Fairfield'University will
start an intercollegiate g a If
program this spring. Fr. Ring,
the originator of the club believes that "there are some
good golfers her e in the
school." Fr. Ring is trying
to get as many men as he can
together' 'who will want to practice hard and represent the
school." There will be seven
starters on the varsity team,
At the present "time, Fr. Ring
is setting dates at golf courses
for the spring matches. Anyone
interested is to contact him for
. further information.

The season opens on October 19th at 2:30 p.m. against
Fordham on their home field.

Ad Correction
The Fairfield Cleaner advertisement in the October 2 issue
of the STAG contained a mispJ'int. Continuing their pollcy
. of last semester, they ,are offering a 20% discount. We ask
the students to make note of
thi's correction.

FAIRFIELD CLEANERS & DYERS
1580 POST ROAD

SPECIAL SAVINGS TO YOUII
NEXT TWO WEEKS ONLYU
\ CHINOES AND SUN-TAN COnON PANTS
DRY CLEANED OR WASHED AND STARCHED

BRIDGEPORT

.MOTOR INN

GREEN COMET
DINER'

Kings Highway Rt. lA

"TOPS IN TOWN"

Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.

ED 3-9555 - fa 8-9471
Take Conn. Thruway
Exits 23 or 24

FO 7-4404

A Convenient
Stop For Your
Friends and Relatives
Just 5 mir.utes from campus
Recommended by AAA

(AE YOU PREFER)

7St
(Less your 20% Student Discount)

1580 POST ROAP

